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Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Commission, we are pleased to appear 

before you today to discuss the Air Force base closure and realignment recommendations. We 

look forward to working with you as you consider all Department of Defense recommendations 

over the next few months. 

Overview 

Downsizing infrastructure is a difficult task, as all Air Force bases are outstanding 

installations. They stand as a credit to our Nation as a whole and to the exceptional communities 

that support them. However, we must make difficult decisions and reduce and realign our 

infi-astructure, to posture ourselves for the security challenges we face, and to preserve our 

limited resources for readiness and modernization. The Air Force recommendations represent 

bold steps to accomplish those ends. We will move our smaller force structure into fewer, larger, 

and more effective combat squadrons. Air Force recommendations include 10 base closures and 

62 base realignment actions. Each of these individual closure or realignment recommendations 

may affect multiple bases. Our 72 actions will affect 1 15 of the 154 installations the Air Force 

considered within the BRAC process. 

Air Force Goals for BRAC 

The Air Force recommendations reaffirm the Department of Defense's commitment to 

defend the homeland, establish a capabilities-based defense strategy, and challenge the military 

departments to transform themselves to better meet new threats in a changed security 
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environment. Consistent with the goals outlined by the Secretary of Defense, the Air Force 

established four BRAC goals to support right-sizing of the force and to enhance our capabilities: 

- Maximize war-fighting capability efficiently. 

- Transform the Total Air Force by realigning our infrastructure to meet future defense 
strategy. 

- Maximize operational capability by eliminating excess physical capacity. 

- Capitalize on opportunities for joint activity. 

We are pleased to report that the Air Force would meet its goals through these recommendations, 

and in turn meet the overarching goals set for the Department by the Secretary of Defense. 

Maximizing War-Fighting Capability 

The Air Force recommendations maximize our war-fighting capability by effectively 

consolidating older weapons systems into fewer, but larger squadrons. These more optimally - / 

sized units are more efficient and more operationally effective because of economies of scale. 

For example, we base weapons systems such as the F-16 fighter to allow us to leverage common 

support requirements for these weapons systems while reducing cost and duplication. And we 

consolidate like weapons systems where practical at the fewest operational locations; for 

example, we place the entire B-1 bomber fleet at Dyess AFB, Texas, and the entire active duty 

CONUS C-130 tactical airlift fleet at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas. 

Our recommendations increase almost all fighter squadrons from 15 aircraft to 18 or 24 

aircraft. The Air National Guard's F-15 squadron at Hickam AFB, Hawaii, is the only exception 

to this fighter basing strategy because of location and recruiting. Hickam's F-15 fighters are 

important to Homeland Defense, but Hawaii's geographic location can pose training challenges, 

as it is expensive to host adversarial fighter units for training. In addition, Hickam's Air National 
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Guard wing also flies KC-1 35 aircraft and will have a C-17 mission; therefore, leaving the unit 

sized at its current 15 fighter aircraft to recruit to these other weapons systems was the right 

solution. 

Our recommendations also increase mobility squadrons fiom 8 aircraft to 12 or 16 

aircraft. We made some exceptions to increasing reserve component mobility squadron sizes, 

either because of capacity or recruiting. We applied military judgment to size these units either 

to the maximum available installation capacity at no extra cost, or at the current or maximum 

force structure size that capitalizes on that location's recruiting demographics. 

Our recommendations leverape the inherent strengths and advantages of our Air National 

Guard and Air Force Reserve forces to maximize the Air Force's capabilities. At the same time, 

we have maintained the balance across the active duty and reserve comvonents, b&in aircraft 

-and in manpower._.Reserve component manpower that becomes available as a result of Air Force 

BRAC recommendations will be reinvested into emerging Air Force missions. Our recently 

established Future Total Force (FTF) office on the Air Staff will work with the Reserve 

Component and the Adjutant Generals to determine how to distribute those emerging missions 

across Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve forces and organizations. BRAC and the FTF 

are fundamental, complementary elements that will reshape the Air Force for the future. 

Meet Future Defense Strategy 

The Air Force recommendations also realign Air Force force structure to better support 

future defense strategy. The strategic objectives of the 2005 National Defense Strategy include 

defending the United States homeland fiom direct attack, securing strategic access, and 

retaining global freedom of action. The Air Force recommendations help secure the homeland 
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by providing the required capability to meet North American Aerospace Defense Command 

(NORAD) and United States Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) missions from our 

proposed constellation of bases. Our recommendations ensure we retain the right bases to 

support enduring missions of Global Strike, Global Intelligence, -- Surveillance and - 

Reconnaissance, and Global M ~ b i l i t y ~ d  ensure we maintain unimpeded access -- ---- to space. -- For 

example, we retain C-17s near new Army Stryker brigades in Alaska and Hawaii, providing 

strategic mobility and response in the western Pacific. Our recommendations also retain the 

right bases for emerging needs, such as the Joint Strike Fighter, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, and 

the Joint Unmanned Combat Aerial System. 

Eliminate Excess Physical Capacity 

As mentioned earlier, we have made 10 closure and 62 realignment recommendations that 

will eliminate excess capacity within the Air Force. Of the 142 Air Force installations that have 

operational flying missions today, our recommendations reduce that number by 28 flying ----- units, 

representing a 20% reduction. - We reduce our excess flightline .- infrastructure by 37%, but still 

retain sufficient ramp space for surge, emerging . missions, or to accommodate Air Force aircraft 

permanently based overseas in the event we ever have to return those forces. We also reduce ..______- -- - 
e ~ u l d g d c i l i  infrastructure by 79%, yet retain sufficient square footage for surge 

or emerging missions. Though we eliminate this excess, we maximize operational capability and 
< 

maintain the surge capacity we need. 

Capitalize On Opportunities For Joint Activity 

Finally, our recommendations, independently and in conjunction with recommendations 

from other Services and the Joint Cross-Service Groups, capitalize on opportunities for joint 
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activity by hosting sister Service combat and combat support organizations. For example, we 

will host the Headquarters for the Third Army--the Army's United States Central Command 

(USCENTCOM) supporting component command--at Shaw AFB, South Carolina, where it will 

be located with the Air Force's USCENTCOM component, Headquarters Ninth Air Force. 

Through the Department's recommendations we will host the joint initial training location 

for the Joint Strike Fighter at Eglin AFB, Florida, to provide Air Force, Navy, and Marine 

operators and maintainers with a location that meets the needs of all -- while providing easy 

access to the range and airspace complexes near the Gulf of Mexico. Eglin AFB will also host 

the Army's Seventh Special Forces Group, pairing this combat unit with Air Force special 

operations forces and the robust training areas of the Eglin complex. 

While we transfer ownership of Pope AFB, North Carolina, to the Army at Fort Bragg, 

enabling other Army recommendations that moGe forces to Fort Bragg, we retain an airlift 

squadron and an aerial port capability to continue to support the Anny's XVIII Airborne Corps. 

In addition, our recommendations place optimally _ _C_ sized __ A-10 _- -p fighter squadrons - - in P proximity - - to 

Fort Polk Louisiana and Forts Benning and Stewart, Georgia, to provide the close air support . -----, , - , ~ , _ 9 . -  

assets needed to support joint training. - -- 

Air Force BRAC Process 

The Air Force's BRAC analysis was grounded in the force structure plan, our physical 

infrastructure inventory, and the BRAC selection criteria. Our Air Force infrastructure analysis 

was shaped by three underlying tenets. First, military value, both quantitative and qualitative, 

was the predominant factor. Second, all installations were treated impartially, regardless of 
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whether or not they were considered for closure or realignment in the past. Third, military value 

was not determined solely on an installation's current mission, but also on its capacity to support 

other enduring Air Force missions. 

The Base Closure Executive Group (BCEG) developed Air Force BRAC 

recommendations. The BCEG was comprised of 12 general officers and civilian executives 

representing the Air National Guard, Air Force Reserve, and a wide array of Headquarters Air 

Force functional staff areas. The Air Force Audit Agency was integrated throughout our entire 

process to ensure Air Force data collection and analytical processes were comprehensive and 

audit able. 

Rather than focus on fungible attributes of an installation, such as assigned personnel or 

equipment and forces that could be relocated, our military value assessment stressed installation 

characteristics that were outside the control of the Air Force or would be difficult to replicate 

elsewhere without great expense or complexity. These characteristics include an installation's 

geographic location and proximity to other physical features or defense activities, terrain, and 

prevailing weather. Those installation characteristics that would be difficult to reconstitute 

elsewhere might include high volume military training airspace, the local transportation 

infrastructure, intercontinental ballistic missile silos, or basic airfield infrastructure. 

The Air Force assessed the military value of its operational bases using certified data 

obtained fiom the individual installations. We not only considered the physical capacity of our 

installations, but also the operational capacity--to include airspace and ranges--and the natural 

capacity. Applying operational capability data collected through a Web-based tool to BRAC 

Selection Criteria 1-4, and the weighted guidance assigned by the BCEG, each of the 154 
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installations the Air Force considered under BRAC received a score for each of eight mission 

areas considered by the BCEG. These eight mission areas were: fighter, bomber, airlift, tanker, 

space, Special Operations Forces (SOF)/Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR), Command and 

Control, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C2ISR), and unmanned aerial vehicles. 

The objective was to find an optimal long-term basing plan that, within physical and operational 

constraints, located the Air Force's long-term force structure at installations that had the highest 

overall military value. 

The Air Force started the scenario development process using an optimization model 

developed by the Air Force Studies and Analysis Agency. We then deliberated to refine the 

optimization model output until we achieved a set of potential scenarios. Once an optimal basing 

plan was identified, the Air Force analysis teams developed a related group of potential base 

closure and realignment options to implement this basing plan. The BCEG reviewed these 

proposals and, often with refinement, selected the most promising to become scenarios and to 

undergo fbrther analysis. Again, an iterative process of review and refinement continued until 

the BCEG approved each candidate recommendation for consideration by the Department of 

Defense review group, the In£rastructure Executive Council (IEC). 

The costs and savings for each scenario were determined through application of a costing 

model, the Cost of Base Realignment Action (COBRA). Air Force scenario analysis also 

considered BRAC Selection Criteria 6-8: the economic impact on the communities; the ability of 

the infkastructure of the communities to host missions, forces, and personnel; and the 

environmental impact. Unlike the first four selection criteria, which were installation-dependent, 

selection criteria six, seven, and eight were scenario-dependent, meaning the information 
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gathered for these criteria was related to a proposed action, not to the status quo. However, 

certain factors related to selection criteria seven and eight also were captured in military value 

analysis as they contributed to an installation's ability to support future and existing missions and 

the availability and condition of land and airspace. 

During this process, scenarios from other Services that affected Air Force installations 

were worked through the Joint Action Scenario Team (JAST). Opportunities for joint basing 

were worked into Air Force scenarios and formal analysis, and were considered as part of the 

development of the Service's own candidate recommendations. Similarly, scenarios from the 

seven Joint Cross Service Groups (JCSG) that affected Air Force installations were worked in 

coordination with the Air Force. 

Anticipated Costs and Savings and Implementation Schedule 
-===?-.) 

We estimate a total savings and cost avoidance of b i l l i o ~ l l a r s  for both 

personnel and infrastructure during the implementation years, and savings and cost avoidance of 

over $1.2 billion each year thereafter. The Air Force will reinvest any reserve component 

manpower made available as a result of BRAC realignments or closures into other high priority 

Air Force missions, including emerging missions. 

The Air Force has begun to develop an implementation schedule for these 2005 

recommendations should they be approved, and we will work closely with the Air National 

Guard, the Air Force Reserve, and our active duty major commands to further develop and refine 

this schedule. 

In prior rounds of BRAC, the Air Force established an excellent record of closing bases 
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as quickly as possible. This aggressive approach provides the quickest savings to the Air Force 

and assists the local communities in their efforts to develop the closure and implementation plans 

necessary to begin economic revitalization. The Air Force will ensure that efforts are undertaken 

to maximize savings at these installations and to work closely with the local communities to 

facilitate a prompt transition and the best reuse opportunities. 

Summary 

In conclusion, BRAC offers the Air Force the opportunity to accomplish four things. 

First and foremost, it transforms our smaller force structure into fewer, larger, more effective 

combat squadrons. Second, it ensures the transformed force and the infrastructure we retain 

provides the capabilities necessary to support the future defense strategy. Third, it increases 

overall efficiency by eliminating excess plant capacity while retaining the surge capability we 

need. Fourth, it supports joint basing initiatives in smart ways. 

Mr. Chairman, we have looked to the hture for our mission and our infrastructure 

requirements, and these recommendations provide for an Air Force that is and will be capable of 

responding to any challenge, in any theater, at any time. Thank you again for this opportunity to 

appear before you today. Our staff will be made filly available to answer the Commission's 

questions as it considers the Department's recommendations. 
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Suggested Questions for May 17 2005 Hearing 
Secretary of the Air ForceIChief of Staff 

General 

1. Did the Office of the Secretary of Defense remove or add any installation 
closures or realignments from your recommendations to the Secretary? If 
so, will you please elaborate on the specifics? 

2. Did the Office of the Secretary of Defense instruct your Service not to 
place any specific installations for closure or realignment on your listed 
recommendations to the Secretary? If so, will you please elaborate on the 
specifics? 

3. The Air Force has recommended closure of 3 major bases in its Active 
component. The many of your BRAC recommendations are either in the 
Reserve Component or results in only minor closures and realignments, 
below threshold for actions required by BRAC. This is particularly 
surprising considering earlier projections of excess capacity. 

a. Are you satisfied with the consideration of active component bases 
for this BRAC round? 

b. What percent of the active component excess capacity is being 
reduced? 

c. More so than in prior BRAC rounds, this year's round appears to 
shift various organizations and bodies of work from one base to 
another without closing many active component bases. How does 
emptying space on a base that remains open create savings in 
overall costs of maintaining those facilities? 

Air Force Selection Process 

4. According to the summary of the Air Force selection process, you 
established the four goals to support right-sizing the force and enhancing 
its capabilities through BRAC 2005. Those goals were: (1) Transform by 
maximizing the warfighting capability of each squadron, (2) Transform by 
realigning Air Force infrastructure with the future defense strategy, (3) 
Maximize operational capability by eliminating excess physical capacity, 
and (4) Capitalize on opportunities for joint activity. 

Can you provide some examples of some of your BRAC decisions that 
achieved these goals? 

5. According to your summary of the selection processes, the Air Force's 
rebasing strategy among other things "retained those Air Force bases that, 
by virtue of location or other difficult to reconstitute attributes, had the 
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highest military value" Can you please provide some examples of these 
attributes which would lead to a high military value, e.g. ranges, airspace, 
etc.? 

6. Your summary of the selection process also indicated that the Air Force's 
rebasing strategy "supported joint basing initiatives where feasible". 

a. Can you please describe your joint basing initiatives? 
b. What types of specific Air Force activities will be integrated with 

another Service, e.g. installation management, operations, etc.? 

7. According to the Air Force summary, the concept of joint operational 
basing will be advanced by the reassignment of the Army's Seventh 
Special Forces Group to Eglin AFB, where it will collocate with the center 
of Air Force Special Operations. Initial graduate-level pilot training on the 
Joint Strike Fighter for the Navy, Marines, and Air Force will be conducted 
jointly at the same base. 

a. Can you please expand on your rationale and implementation of 
this "joint operational basing" concept? 

b. How much does it cost to implement? 

8. Your summary of the selection process also indicated that the Air Force's 
rebasing strategy included actions that would "generated savings within a 
reasonable period". 

a. What constitutes a reasonable period? 
b. If savings were not achieved, would an action be made for another 

reason? Please provide some examples? 

9. Your summary of the selection process also indicated that "Air Force flying 
units will be restructured into a smaller number of fully equipped 
squadrons to increase operational effectiveness and efficiency. In the 
process, aircraft of like configuration (i.e., block) will be based together. In 
selected cases, personnel from Reserve Component units will be 
transferred into blended units similar to the well-proven Reserve Associate 
concept that has long been common in the strategic airlift mission area." 

a. Can you please expand on your rationale and provide some 
examples of these restructurings? 

b. What analysis was done to examine the most efficient unit size? 
c. Please explain how effectiveness and efficiencies exist in creating a 

larger number of smaller squadrons? 
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10. Your summary of the selection process also indicated that "forces across 
mission areas will be based to enhance their capability to provide a global 
response to the needs of combatant commanders around the world". 

a. Can you please provide some examples? 
b. How were these decisions coordinated with the combatant 

commanders? 

11. Did your community infrastructure assessments indicate that a base or 
community was at risk of not being able to adequately receive additional 
units and personnel? 

a. Please provide some examples of any "red flags" raised? 
b. Please explain your process for these assessments? 

Military Value 

12.As this Commission begins its review and analysis of the BRAC 
recommendations and the supporting data, we want to have a complete 
understanding of your definitions of Military Value and the process used to 
assign a metric to Military Value. Would you please give us the definition 
of Military Value? 

Cost savings 

13.You have indicated that the annual recurring savings of the Air Force 
recommendations will be approximately $2.68, and the net present value 
of these savings over twenty years will be $1 4.5B.. 

a. Do these costs include environmental remediation costs? 
b. Do these costs include the costs of rebasing of Air Force units from 

overseas? 
c. Based on GAO reviews, DOD's savings estimates are rough 

approximations of the likely savings. Please explain what, if 
anything, DOD has done this round to improve their method for 
determining savings or rather cost avoidances. 

d. The base closure criteria that addresses "the cost of operations and 
manpower implications" are under the heading of "military value". 
Roughly, how many of your recommendations will not yield savings 
in terms of cost of operations and manpower reductions? Why are 
these recommendations being made? 

Air Force Transformation 

14.The Air Force's Transformation Flight Plan states that in order to play its 
part in transformation in support of the Joint Forces Commander, the Air 
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Force will work with other Services, the Joint Staff, other DOD agencies 
and allieslcoalition partners to "enhance joint and coalition warfighting." 

a. As you prepared your BRAC submissions to DOD, how specifically 
did you work with other Services, the Joint Staff and the others to 
ensure that your proposed force structure "enhanced joint and 
coalition warfighting?" 

b. How does your FIA-22 and Joint Strike Fighter force structure 
account for, and enhance the Navy's air operations? 

15. In recent Congressional testimony, General Jumper was asked what 
issues keep him "up at night". One of his primary answers was "our aging 
aircraft fleet." How does the Air Force intend to use savings from the base 
closure and realignment process to address this concern? 

Force Structure Plan 

16.The legislation authorizing this BRAC round required that DOD develop a 
20-year force structure plan to help guide BRAC recommendations. 
However, there appears to be much uncertainty regarding future force 
structure requirements. 

a. How do your BRAC recommendations relate to your force structure 
plan? 

b. How did you deal with the uncertainties of planning your force 
structure over the next 20 years? How were those uncertainties 
taken into consideration in developing the BRAC 
recommendations? 

c. What key assumptions was the Air Force's force structure plan 
based on? For example, what assumption does it make regarding 
replacement of existing aircraft-one for one replacement, or 
something smaller? What assumption does it make regarding the 
future of unmanned aircraft (UAVs) relative to replacing other 
manned aircraft? 

d. Does the force structure plan submitted in March 2005 reflect the 
December 2004 decision by the Office of Secretary of Defense to 
reduce the number of F-22s to be bought? 

e. Given uncertainties regarding future force structure requirements, 
how can the BRAC Commission be confident that it isn't being 
asked to approve reductions in installations that may be needed in 
the future? 

f. To what extent is the force structure likely to change as a result of 
the QDR and how much flexibility will the Air Force have to 
accommodate a different and potentially larger force structure 
under the proposed BRAC closing and realignment plan? 
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Impact of BRAC ongoing operations 

17.As you know, there has been some resistance to BRAC given today's 
security environment and at a time when the U.S military is involved in two 
major operations. 

a. How can we ensure that BRAC decisions in CONUS do not 
negatively affect ongoing operations in Iraq and Afghanistan? 

b. How will these potential risks be mitigated? 

Interagencyllocal government coordination 

18.As you know, the law requires that you consider total costs to the 
government in the development of your recommendations. 

a. How would you characterize the interagency coordination and 
consideration in the BRAC process? 

b. Are there any recommendations that could have an impact on other 
federal agencies? 

c. To what extent have you analyzed the financial implications for 
these other agencies and include their expected costs in 
developing your overall costs and savings estimates? 

Excesslsurge capacity 

119. Base closure criterion #3 addresses the need to consider surge 
requirements. 

a. How did this requirement effect your determination for selecting 
bases for closure and or realignment? 

b. What metrics were used to measure installation surge capabilities? 
c. Are there particular areas where potential surge capacity is needed 

most? 

20.The Overseas Basing Commission has made recommendations 
concerning the Department's plan to move units from overseas to the 
Continental United States. 

a. What effect would implementation of the Overseas Basing 
Commission recommendations have on the capacity of the 
proposed basing structure after implementation of this round of the 
BRAC. 

b. To what extent has the Air Force fully calculated the costs of 
implementing the overseas rebasing initiative, including need for 
new facilities overseas, new training range requirements, as well as 
mobility and prepositioning requirements? 
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Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) 

21.As we discussed at a previous hearing, the ongoing QDR and BRAC are 
interrelated. We are concerned that there is a possibility that decisions 
made as a result of the ongoing QDR may contradict some of your BRAC 
recommendations to the Commission. 

a. Did you attempt to integrate QDR and BRAC analyses and 
decisions? 

b. How can we ensure that decisions made in the ongoing QDR do 
not contradict? 

Mobility Capability Study 

22. In testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee on 23 Sep 04, 
Secretary Rumsfeld noted that "U.S. forces in the next century must be 
agile.. .[and] readily deployable.. .[and] must be able to project our power 
over long distances, in days or weeks, rather than months." 

a. Has DOD's BRAC submission accounted for results of the recent 
department-wide Mobility Capabilities Study? If so, how? 

b. If not, how can we ensure that our decisions on base closure and 
realignment do not conflict with these studies findings? 

c. How can the Air Force justify the reduction of airlift and air refueling 
aircraft before the results of the Mobility Capabilities Study have 
been released? 

Environmental Issues 

23.This Commission anticipates receiving comments and recommendations 
from the public on environmental and encroachment issues. Would you 
please tell us how the Department of Defense integrated its knowledge of 
the environmental conditions at installations into its considerations? 

24. Are there any specific environmental issues that we should carefully 
consider? Are there any specific actions/recommendations where 
environmental issues stand out? Any significant environmental impacts at 
receiving bases? 

25.The Department of Defense is responsible for remediating contamination 
on its facilities whether they remain open or closed. However, 
contaminant remediation at closing bases is likely to be expedited using 
current dollars versus future dollars. Additionally, uncontaminated parcels 
of property could conceivably be transferred more rapidly and with greater 
values than contaminated parcels. 
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a. Was the differential between present and future remediation costs 
and rapid versus delayed property transfer considered as an 
economic factor in deciding what bases to close? 

26. Were the costs associated with improving existing infrastructure and 
support to satisfy environmental requirements at realigning or gaining 
installations included in estimates of potential savings associated with 
selecting bases for closure? 

27. The Barry M. Goldwater Range is home to numerous threatened and 
endangered species. It is also the primary bombing range for Luke AFB, 
AZ. 

a. What impact will increased use of this range have on the 
management of these protected resources? 

b. What impact will the closure of Cannon AFB, NM have on this 
range? 

Homeland Defense 

28.The homeland defense mission has placed additional demands on the 
military. According to the Air Forces summary of its BRAC selection 
process, "forces will be rebased to fully support the homeland security- 
related air sovereignty taskings of the US Northern Command." 

a. Can you please describe how the demands of this mission were 
factored into your BRAC recommendations? 

b. Can you elaborate on the coordination that occurred with the 
Department of Homeland Security and/or local governments as part 
of your BRAC deliberations? 

c. Can you please provide some examples of some BRAC decisions 
that were made for the homeland security mission? 

Air Reserve Component 

29.Are closures and major realignments fairly and evenly distributed amongst 
the Active Duty and Air reserve Components? 

a. How do the Air Force's previously released "Future Total Force" 
plans mesh with the proposed closures and realignments? 

b. At many of the Air National Guard Bases where aircraft are being 
distributed to other locations, small groups are remaining in place at 
the losing Guard Base. What is your rationale for not closing these 
bases in total? Would greater savings result by closing these 
installations completely? 
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30.Your recommendations include reductions in the number of Air National 
Guard bases and aircraft and the realignment of others. 

a. What are your plans for the Air National Guard? 
b. What analysis was done to examine the most efficient unit size? 
c. Given the fact that Guard units are often less expensive to operate 

than active units partly because they often operate at civilian or 
state-owned facilities, will the consolidation of Guard units achieve 
enough savings to justify the personnel turmoil associated with 
consolidating units? 

31 .As you know, a legal issue has been raised over the role of states and 
their governors in approving the closure or relocations of guard units. 

a. What counsel do your legal advisors give regarding the applicability 
of such provisions as 10 USC 18238 (e), or Title 32, Section 104(c) 
to BRAC decision making or any other provisions giving governors 
approval authority over such decisions? 

b. Please tell us the extent to which state governors, adjutant 
generals, or other state officials have been consulted in advance 
regarding your proposed BRAC recommendations. 

Cannon AFB, NM 

32. DOD has made a recommendation to close Cannon Air Force Base and 
to distribute the Zth ~ighter Wing's F-16 aircraft to other bases. The 
projected economic impact to the Clovis, New Mexico community is 
substantial with an approximate loss of 20 percent of the jobs in the Clovis 
community. (A loss of 2,824 direct and 1,956 indirect jobs within an 
economic area employment of 23,348). 

a. What emphasis was given to economic impact this closure would 
have on the Clovis community? 

b. How did Cannon AFB compare to other small aircraft bases? 
c. Was the proposed New Mexico Training Range Initiative (NMTRI), 

which would establish expanded supersonic flight training for 
Cannon, considered in your decision to close Cannon? If not why 
not? 

Pope AFB, NC 

33.The Air Force proposes to realign Pope Air Force Base, NC by distributing 
25 C-130E aircraft to Little Rock AFB, AR and replacing them with 16 C- 
130H aircraft: eight from Yeager Airport Air Guard Station (AGS), WV and 
eight from Pittsburgh International Airport Air Reserve Station (ARS), PA. 
Additionally, 36 A-10 aircraft will be removed to Moody AFB, GA and not 
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replaced. Finally, the Army intends to increase manpower at Fort Bragg, 
NC by adding another airborne brigade. 

a. Could you please explain how the Air Force will be able to support 
a presumed increase in airlift capacity with nine fewer aircraft? 

b. Will the command and control associated with an AFRC provide 
sufficient joint planning capabilities for integration with rapid 
deploying forces within XVlll Airborne Corps? 

c. Also, what impact will moving the 36 A-10s to Moody AFB, GA 
have on joint services training and support? 

Eielson AFB, AK 

34. The Air Force's realignment of Eielson AFB, Alaska includes leaving an 
Air National Guard unit in place and keeps the base open in a "warm" 
status. 

a. Can you explain what you mean by keeping the base open in a 
"warm status"? How will the base be used? 

b. Does this really present savings? Does it pass on additional 
installation management costs to the Air National Guard? 

Economic Impact 

35. Many of the hardest hit communities as a result of BRAC 
recommendations are results of Air Force closures. Communities 
impacted by Air Force BRAC recommendations include the communities 
of Clovis, NM (20.5% job loss); Rapid City, SD (8.5%); Fairbanks, AK 
(8.6%); Grand Forks, ND (7.4%); and Mountain Home, ID (6.2). Please 
explain how the economic impact criteria played in your decisions? 

Depot Maintenance 

36. As you know, the law requires that no more than 50 percent of the 
department's depot maintenance workload can be contracted out in order 
to retain a viable organic base to perform this work. 

a. What assurances can you provide us that implementation of your 
recommendations will not violate the "50150" provision? 

b. How will the Air Force's consolidation of intermediate and depot 
level maintenance activities affect its ability to accurately account 
for depot level maintenance under 50150 reporting requirements? 

Technical/contractor base considerations 
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37.The military often depends on a civilians or contractors to perform critical 
and highly specialized functions such as research, engineering 
development, and technical support. 

a. How did you measure the impacts on mission and workforce when 
you considered units and installations that are highly dependent on 
the civilian and contractor employees? 

b. Are there any installations where these considerations were 
especially prominent? 
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Air Force Team Contact Information 

Name Home Phone Cell Phone Office Extension (703-699-) 
Art Beauchamp NIA 253-376-0658 x2934 
Craig Hall 301 -652-2969 301 -71 7-6893 
David Combs 703-339-6005 703-220-3355 
Justin Breitschopf N/A 31 8-572-8784 
Ken Small 301 -933-1 025 202-256-7043 
Mike Flynn NIA NIA 
Tim MacGregor 202-373-5589 401 -829-8855 
Tanya Cruz 202-526-1 559 202-494-0847 

Bob Cook 703-501 -3352 ~2902 
Frank Cirillo 703-501 -3357 x2903 
Main Reception Number 703-966-2950 
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Suggested Commissioner Questions 

Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

Dewartment of Defense Panel I 
The Honorable Michael W. Wynne, Chairman of the Infrastructure 

Steering Group; 
General William L. Nyland, Assistant Commandant of the Marine 

Corps; 
General T. Michael Moseley, Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force; and 

Admiral Robert F. Willard, Vice Chief of Naval Operations 
July 18,2005 

General Questions 

1. Both the Navy and Air Force have single site initial recruit training, yet 
the Marine Corps, the smallest of the four services, retained two, Marine 
Recruit Depot San Diego, California and Marine Recruit Depot Panis 
Island, South Carolina. The Marine Corps cited cost as the reason for not 
pursuing closing MCRD San Diego, approximately $540 million net 
implementation cost, yet those costs do not include any consideration for 
revenues the department might recoup for disposing of the property. Has 
the department done an analysis of how much the actual cost and savings 
might be if it closed MCRD San Diego and made that property available 
for reuse? 

2. One of your stated goals for the BRAC 2005 round was achieving greater 
levels of jointness The Navy did not recommend realigning or closing 
Naval Air Station Oceana, Virginia, despite growing encroachment issues 
and some question about Oceana's viability as the Navy's east coast main 
jet base in the future. Yet, there is no evidence that the Navy and the Air 
Force went beyond preliminary data sharing to have a fuller discussion of 
either the Navy's moving to, or their joint use of Moody Air Force Base, 
Georgia and what levels of jointness they may be able to achieve. Can 
you tell the Commission why such considerations did not take place and 
why you believe retaining Naval Air Station Oceana is the best 
alternative for the Department. 

3. Submarine Base New London, Connecticut has a long history of service 
to our nation. GAO itself has questioned the force structure assumptions 
in its July 1 report. Is it prudent for the department to close SUBASE 
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New London under such uncertainty about the future force structure and 
given the close proximity to Electric Boat and the synergies of that 
location? 

4. The Navy is realigning and retaining Naval Air Station Brunswick, 
Maine, yet relocating all of the aircraft and associated personnel to Naval 
Air Station Jacksonville, Florida. The department's rationale is that the 
airfield may be of use in the future for homeland defense missions should 
other airfield not be available. The department is giving up $600 million 
in savings over 20 years to retain an airfield it may only use for 
contingencies. Why should the Commission not change the 
recommendation back to its original proposal and close Naval Air Station 
Brunswick, Maine? 

5. What is the Department of Defense's response to the lawsuit brought by 
the state of Pennsylvania to deactivate the 1 1 I th Fighter Wing of the 
Pennsylvania Air National Guard stationed at Naval Air Station Joint 
Reserve Base Willow Grove? Has the Department of Defense been 
named in any additional lawsuits concerning BRAC recommendations? 
How should the BRAC commission proceed with recommendations 
affecting the Air National Guard in light of this legal challenge? 

6.. The Department of Defense recommendation to close Otis Air National 
Guard Base will financially affect federal tenants located on the base. 
The GAO reported that Coast Guard officials estimated they would incur 
about $1 7 million in additional annual operating costs to remain at Otis 
Air National Guard Base. The Coast Guard will be financially 
challenged to assume the full cost of operating the air field and other 
infrastructure on the installation. Has the Department met with Coast 
Guard officials in order to accurately assess the fiscal and operational 
impacts on this agency as a result of the proposed closure of Otis Air 
National Guard Base? What is the rationale for the Air Force to leave 
Otis Air National Guard Base if estimated savings are reduced by 
significant costs incurred by other federal agencies remaining at the base? 

7. Since the release of the BRAC recommendations, many of the State ANG 
officials have raised concerns over their lack of involvement in the 
BRAC process. Could you please elaborate on how the Air Force 
involved the Air National Guard in their decision-making process? 
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14.What options were considered associated with NAS Brunswick? 

15.Could P-3 mission requirements be met through detachments operating 
from other bases in the Northeast? 

l6.How does consolidating all P-3s to a single site on the East coast affect 
military value? 

17.What forces, other than P-3s, do you anticipate supporting at the 
realigned base? 

18.What level or tempo of operations can be supported at the realigned 
base? 

19.How does realignment of NAS Brunswick reduce excess capacity or 
infrastructure? 

Navy Broadway Complex. San Diego. CA 

2O.How does the Navy use the Broadway Complex today? How does the 
Broadway complex and property fit into the Navy's comprehensive 
regional master plan for San Diego? 

2 1 .Does the Navy need additional waterfront property in the San Diego 
region to successfully address its current mission, or implement the 
BRAC 2005 recommendations affecting San Diego? 

22.Regardless of the method or process used, how many military and 
civilian jobs would be affected if the Navy relinquished control of the 
Broadway Complex? 

23.Does the Navy lease land and an office building from the San Diego Port 
Authority? Is this land adjacent to the Broadway Complex? What is this 
land used for, and why wasn't the Navy-owned Broadway complex 
considered to accommodate this requirement? 

24.Has the Navy's redevelopment plan or requirement to maintain 
ownership of the Broadway Complex changed dramatically over time? 
For example, does the Navy's current plan call for the Department to 
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maintain a headquarters or administrative presence on Broadway after 
disposition? If so, how large a presence? And, if not, where does the 
Navy believe the current Navy tenants should be relocated? 

25.111 what year did Congress first authorize the Navy to enter into a 
public/private venture that would permit the Department to out-lease the 
Broadway property in return for new Navy office space andlor cash? 

26.Congress authorized Navy to redevelop the Broadway Complex in 
conjunction with local authorities. What plans or actions has the Navy 
taken to use this authority since that Congressional action? 

27.Does the Navy have a current or projected shortage of headquarters and 
administrative office space on their facilities in the San Diego Bay area? 
How many of the three buildings located within the Broadway Complex 
are used for general purpose office space? How much of the 15 acre 
Broadway Complex are used for parking? 

28.Does the Navy use the current vacant space at Broadway to accommodate 
Navy demand for overflow (or surge) requirements for administrative 
space in the San Diego waterfront area? Does the Navy continue to own 
the pier located adjacent to the Broadway Complex? If not, when and 
why was it disposed? 

29.Would it be fair to say the City was, and continues to be, receptive to the 
Navy's plans for Broadway? Has the City's reaction or support of the 
Navy's plans substantially changed over time? 

30.What is the significance of the Development Agreement the Navy 
executed with the City of San Diego in 19927 Has the Development 
Agreement with the City facilitated or hindered the Navy's plans to 
redevelop the Broadway property? 

3 1 .Under the terms of this agreement, will the Navy maintain the right to 
continue to use a portion of the property for "Navy" uses? Will the Navy 
continue to maintain operational access to the waterfront portions of the 
Broadway property? Finally, how much and what kinds of private 
commercial development would be permitted by the Development 
Agreement? 
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32.What mission requirements require the current Navy tenants to be located 
at Broadway? 

33.What internal Navy factors or changes, like personnel restructuring or 
decreased demand for Navy office space in the San Diego area, or 
external factors outside the Navy's control such as a down turn in the San 
Diego real estate market, have on the Navy's plans for Broadway? 

Marine Corps Recruiting D e ~ o t  San Diego. CA 

34.The concerns about humcanes affecting recruit training at Pams Island 
have surfaced on more than one occasion. What does the data show over 
the last 10 to 20 years that documents the number of times hurricanes 
have affected recruit training to the levels that prevent consolidating 
recruit training at a single site? 

a. Has USMC performed any evaluations on the possibility of closing 
Parris Island because of hurricanes? If yes, when was this analysis 
performed, and what were the results and options presented to 
USMC? 

b. The response to our question on consolidation of MCRD San 
Diego and MCRD Panis Island noted that humcane proof barracks 
would need to be constructed. Are the barracks currently at Pams 
Island humcane proof? Are the barracks at San Diego earthquake 
proof? 

35.Military Judgment has a valuable role in making decisions and 
developing strategies for USMC. When the decision was made not to 
close MCRD San Diego, was USMC's military decision strongly 
influenced by DOD's COBRA run which showed a 100+ year payback? 
If not, what was the source of information, data and analysis that brought 
you to this conclusion? 

36.Another statement has been made about the high risk of a single site for 
recruit training. 

a. Was the conclusion based on military judgment or a 
comprehensive evaluation of single site recruit training? 

b. What example can you provide of an instance when recruit training 
was interrupted for a significant period of time? 
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37.Arguments have been presented today against closing MCRD and 

consolidating the recruit training at MCRD Panis Island. Are these 
arguments based on well documented evaluations that can be provided to 
the Commission? 

a. If not what is the source for making this decision, conclusion or 
judgment? 

38.The Navy Infrastructure Analysis Team noted on 26 January 05, that 
BRAC 95 stated a I-time cost of $294.78M, a 2 year payback and a 20 
year NPV savings of $520.27M. This represents over a "billion dollar 
swing" in ten years. 

a. With this significant deviation or reversal in results, did DON or 
USMC perform an assessment to determine what happened 
between now and then? 

b. Where lessons learned from the Navy's successful consolidation of 
three recruit training locations into a single training site for recruits 
applied to this analysis? 

c. Have there been any signif cant interruptions to Navy recruit 
training at a single site? 

Naval Shipyard Pearl Harbor. HI 

39.Volume IV of the DOD Base Closure and Realignment Report to the 
Commission states that the revised 20 Year Force Structure Plan 
submitted to Congress on 15 March "amended the ship composition, 
reducing submarines by 2 1 percent and doubling the number of 
prepositioning ships." In the "Interim Report to Congress on Annual 
Long-Range Plan For The Construction of Naval Vessels For FY2006", 
submitted by the Secretary of the Navy on 23 March 2005, there is no 
appreciable reduction in submarines until after 2019. What is the 
difference in these two documents? How are these documents used in the 
calculation of depot maintenance capacity? 

40.Should Naval Shipyard Pearl Harbor close, what number of personnel 
would each remaining shipyard likely be required to hire annually over 
the next five to seven years to respond to the increased workload? 

41 .Is there a difference in savings between closure of one of the smaller 
shipyards versus realignment of workload among the four shipyards? 
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42.What are the anticipated environmental costs for realignment of Naval 
Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility Pearl Harbor? 

43.Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard is only one of two locations on the west 
coast with CVN dry dock capabilities that performs both fleet 
maintenance and major overhaul work on multiple platforms. What 
would be the effect on operational readiness and training for the Navy to 
lose this capability in the Pacific? 

Realignment of Naval Master Jet Base 

44.The COBRA analysis for a "Close NAS Oceana Scenario" indicated that 
moving all the Navy's jets to Moody Air Force Base would have an 
economic payback period of 13 years to offset the nearly $500million in 
one time costs. Why didn't the Navy pursue Moody Air force Base as a 
suitable alternative? 

45.In earlier BRAC rounds the Navy transferred F-18 squadrons from Cecil 
Field to Naval Air Station Oceana, Marine Corps Air Stations Cherry 
Point and Beaufort reportedly to avoid new construction at Cherry Point 
and to use excess capacity at NAS Oceana. What is the Navy's position 
now regarding the desire to single-site all of the east coast fighterlattack 
squadrons? 

46.Please outline the requirements of the training ranges and assets 
necessary for the Navy's Master Jet Base. Provide the space 
requirements (land and water), proximity to the main air field, target 
areas and the fidelity of scoring instrumentation as well as proximity of 
other military assets such as ships or joint operating elements. 

47.Since 1975, how many development projects have the Navy requested 
the City Government of Virginia Beach to disapprove because of 
concerns about safety, potential noise hazards and encroachment? 

48.Since 1975, how many development projects were approved over the 
Navy's objections? 
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49.Please provide the Commission with the Navy's position, including 

applicable documentation regarding the proposed development by the 
Near Post, LLC group on the site of the Seashire Inn in November 2003. 
What is the height of the tallest building in the planned development, and 
what is the approved minimum altitude at that point approximately 2.5 
miles from the approach end of Runway 23? Are the Visual Flight Rules 
and Instrument Flight Rules minimum altitudes the same for that 
particular position? 

5O.Approximately how many aircraft per year would be expected to fly over 
that point (existing Seashire Inn) during day and night VFR conditions? 
How many IFR approaches could be expected annually? 

Moodv Air Force Base. GA 

51 .Navy Scenario DON-0153 called for the closure of NAS Oceana, and the 
realignment of Oceana's Master Jet Base aircraft and personnel to Moody 
AFB, GA. This scenario, which was rejected by the Navy's 
Infrastructure Evaluation Group (IEG) on 27 Jan 05, estimated a one- 
time cost of $490.4M, not including potential MilCon costs associated 
with installations receiving the displaced Air Force aircraft and personnel 
currently at Moody, or the A-I0 aircraft and personnel recommended for 
realignment into Moody. 

a. What was the Air Force's position on realigning all the Air Force 
aircraft and manpower out of Moody AFB in order to allow 
Moody to bed down the Master Jet Base? 

b. Based on our analysts' recent visit to Moody, there are only about 
300 military family housing units at the base. Is that about right? 

c. Also, how many unaccompanied enlisted and officer quarters are 
available at Moody? 

d. The original Navy recommendation included MilCon costs at 
Moody of $363M, of which the only housing cost included was 
$59M for enlisted unaccompanied housing. Would you be able to 
estimate costs for additional housing at Moody to support the 
10,000 total inbound personnel? 

52.The Navy estimates the Master Jet Base will bring approximately 10,000 
direct jobs to Moody, a 10% increase in the MSA's job base, not 
including indirect jobs or family members. What is your assessment of 
the surrounding community's ability to support and sustain that large of 
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an increase, particularly with regard to housing, schools and childcare, 
infrastructure, and other quality of life issues? 

Grand Forks Air Force Base. ND 

53.As late as 26 Apr 05 the Air Force's Base Closure Executive Group 
(BCEG) approved Grand Forks Air Force Base as a closure. 

a. Does the Air Force now wish to keep Grand Forks AFB open 
b. What has changed since then? 
c. Was the staff developing the Air Force's BRAC recommendations 

aware of the service's intent to base Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
(UAVs) at Grand Forks? 

d. When does OSD or the Air Force plan to put the UAV's in the 
budget submission to Congress? 

54.111 2003, the Air Force briefed Congress about its future program for the 
tanker force as published in its '"Tanker Roadmap." At the time, Grand 
Forks was to be the second of only three bases to bed down the new KC- 
767 tankers, getting 32 of the new jets. 

a. We're aware that the KC-767 lease deal was cancelled, and that the 
Air Force is wrapping up a "Tanker Replacement Analysis of 
Alternatives" now. When the Air Force does commit to procuring 
new tankers, would you still like to base them at Grand Forks? 

b. If so, when would you envision the base getting the new tankers? 

55.In a letter to BRAC Chairman Principi dated 7 Jun 05, both the Chief of 
Staff and Acting Secretary of the Air Force have stated the service's 
vision for Grand Forks AFB is "to become a home to a 'family of UAVs,' 
with associated intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance functions." 

a. Can you tell us what specific types of UAVs will be based at 
Grand Forks AFB? 

b. When will those UAVs begin aniving at Grand Forks? 
c. How many people will be required at the base to support those 

missions? 
d. Have any defined force structure, manpower, or other airframe 

related details been included in any current or planned 
programmatic actions? 

56.What aircraft are currently restricted from retirement by National 
Defense Authorization Act language? 

a. Has Congress specifically inserted any funds designated to repair 
andfor operate KC-135Es noted for retirement in the BRAC 
recommendations? 

b. How much will it cost to repair, maintain and operate KC-135Es, 
C-130Es, F-117s and F-16s through the Future Years Defense 
Program (FYDP) if those aircraft are not retired as programmed 
and listed in the BRAC recommendations? 

Galena Airvort Forward Overathe Location (FOL), AK 

57.As you know, the Air Force is recommending Eielson AFB, AK to be 
realigned and placed in a "warm" status? Why does the Air Force need 
to maintain two Forward Operating Locations (Galena and King Salmon) 
in Alaska in addition to Eielson? 

58.How would closure of the Galena Forward Operating Location impact 
the Air Sovereignty Alert mission? Could that mission be supported 
from Eielson AFB, since it would remain open in "warm" status? 

Pope Air Force Base, NC 

59.As part of its recommendation to realign Pope AFB, eight C-130H 
aircraft are to be relocated from Yeager Airport Air Guard Station to 
Pope AFB in conjunction with eightidditioial C-130H aircraft from 
Pittsburgh International Airport Air Reserve Station to form a 16 aircraft 
Air ~ o r c e  ReserveiActive duty associate unit. Additionally, 25 C- 
130E's from Pope AFBs 43rd Airlift Wing are to be transferred to Little 
Rock AFB to consolidate the C-130 fleet there. Finally, real property 
accountability is to be transferred to the Army. 

a. How will Title 32 affect the recommendation to transfer aircraft 
from Yeager Airport AGS to Pope AFB? 

b. What is the rationale for consolidating tactical aircraft in a single 
location when they need to be distributed to remote locations in 
order to satisfy their assigned missions? 

c. Who will be responsible for maintaining the runway at Pope AFB 
to Air Force standards, the Army or the Air Force? How will this 
be accomplished? 
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d. Where will the 43rd Air Wing Headquarters be located? 
e. Doesn't reducing the Air Force presence at Pope AFB reduce 

jointness and operating efficiency between the Army and Air 
Force, especially in the areas of interservice command and control, 
and planning? How will this reduction be offset? 

Defense Finance Accounting Service (DFAS) 

60.Given that personnel costs represent approximately half of DFAS's 
budget, why wasn't locality pay given a higher weight in your military 
value analysis over such things as being on DOD owned installation? 

61 .Given that a DFAS site can be anywhere, why is being on a DoD owned 
installation of such great value? It is the second most important factor 
on your military analysis. 

62.Given the fact that many of 26 DFAS operating sites were chosen in 
order to ameliorate the economic impact of BRAC bases in the early 
1990s, what further consideration of this fact was given when choosing 
the current sites? Many of these sites are still in areas that have not fully 
recovered from the impact of these closures. 

Professional Development Education 

63.The Department has consistently stated that it must maintain its ability to 
conduct graduate education programs and retain its postgraduate 
education facilities because (1) professional military education is unique, 
(2) it is an important component of our military structure, and (3) there 
are long-term benefits from having dedicated facilities that attract future 
military leaders from other countries. Considering your stated position on 
the importance the Services' postgraduate programs, I have two 
auestions. 

a. First, why is it necessary for each service to independently operate 
their own postgraduate schools to achieve the Departments' goals 
for these education programs? 

b. Second, what makes postgraduate education so unique for Air 
Force and Naval officers that these services must maintain their 
own schools instead of primarily relying on the public university 
system as the Army does for its officers? 
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64.0n May 2, the Navy in an Executive session of the IEC, moved to have 
all education recommendations withdrawn from the BRAC process 
because "...education is a core competency of the Department and 
relying on the private sector to hlfill that requirement is too risky." 
Would you please explain how relying on this nations' public university 
system, which seems to serve every other segment of the nation so well, 
is too risky for the military? 

Joint Medical Command Headquarters 

65.The military value criteria used by the Secretary, place specific emphasis 
on the impact of "joint war-fighting," when considering a 
recommendation to close or realign a military installation. The Secretary 
has demonstrated the importance of this value in his recommendation to 
consolidate medical health care and research activity at the National 
Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, MD. Why were the Medical 
Command Headquarters that are spread across the National Capitol 
Region in disparate locations, not included by the Medical Joint Cross- 
Service Group in this recommendation? 

66.The Secretary's July 14,2005, letter to the Commission suggested that 
collocation of Medical Command's would not be financially viable as a 
stand alone recommendation. Yet, other data supplied by the Department 
of Defense identified annual reoccuning savings of at least $18.14 
million per year. In making his determination, did the Secretary rely on 
the assumption that no personnel savings could be achieved through 
collocation? Furthermore, did his determination presuppose that the 
Commission would approve his recommendation to relocation DARPA 
and the Office of Naval Research to Bethesda. MD.? 

67.The Navy Bureau of Medicine Potomac Annex, Washington, D.C. has an 
estimated 80,700 sq. ft. of excess capacity, which works out to about 
46% of the facility. This figure will be increased if the Secretary's 
recommendation to realign the Potomac Annex by moving the DoD 
Biomedical Science & Technology RDA function to Fort Detrick, MD, is 
approved by the Commission. Why was this excess capacity not 
addressed by the Secretary's recommendations through closure instead of 
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Questions for the Record 

Hearing on Air Force Recommendations and Methodology 

Witnesses: 
The Honorable Michael L. Dominguez, Secretary of the Air Force 

and 
General John P. Jumper, Air Force Chief of Staff 

May 17,2005 

1. The recommendation to realign Grand Forks Air Force base (Air Force - 37) 
entails distributing 100% of the base's KC-135R aircraft to other units, and will 
result in the reduction of 2,645 direct jobs. The job loss represents an 8 1 % 
decrease in the Grand Forks AFB work force. 

a. Why is this base being realigned and not closed based upon the significant 
reduction in personnel, and total loss of weapons systems? 

The original Air Force candidate recommendation to the IEC was to close 
Grand Forks. The IEC reviewed it in context with other Service and Joint 
Cross Service Group candidate recommendations. Part of the IEC's 
review examined strategic presence by region. To address an IEC 
concern over a continued strategic presence in the north central U.S., the 
Air Force presented an option to realign Grand Forks but maintain the 
tanker moves out of Grand Forks to support other high-value tanker 
realignments. The IEC adopted this recommendation. 

b. The Air Force discussed potential plans for basing UAVs at Grand Forks. 
With the KC-135 realignments at Beale Air Force Base, CA (Air Force - 
10) designed to consolidate the manned and unmanned high-altitude 
reconnaissance, how much additional ramp space in addition to Beale 
AFB is needed to base UAVs? When will these "emerging missions" 
begin at Grand Forks? If the date is not yet determined, why is the base 
being kept open beyond the date when the tankers leave? Is it cost 
effective to keep this base open with no defined future mission yet 
specified? 

The justification for the Grand Forks recommendation specifies that the 
base would be retained for an emerging mission, of which UAVs may be 
one. Specific future plans for UAVs (in terms of numbers and timing) are 
undefined in BRAC; however, we understand the post-BRAC intent of the 
Air Force is to dovetail an emerging mission with the departure of the old 
mission. The Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff of the Air 
Force have signed out to the Commission a separate letter to that effect. 
The judgment of the IEC and the Air Force to keep a strategic presence in 
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the north central US was the primary reason for keeping Grand Forks 
open. No additional cost analysis was done. 

c. Rather than enduring the excess operating cost for this "emerging 
mission" please explain why you would not base such a mission at another 
northern tier base such as Minot, where sufficient capacity seems to exist 
and the military value scores are relatively close. 

The recruiting demographics of Fargo and the infrastructure of Grand 
Forks were key to the Department's decision. 

d. Forty-two bases scored higher for UAVs on Air Force COBRA runs than 
did Grand Forks (#43), including other tanker bases, Fairchild AFB, WA 
(#30) and McConnell AFB, KS (#31). Why was the #43 base on the list 
chosen as a potential UAV base, and not one higher ranked? 

As mentioned in our report, the MCI rankings (COBRA is a costing 
model) provided a starting point for the Department's deliberations by 
scoring quantifiable military value factors. The selection of Grand Forks 
over the othersflowed from the strategic presence geographical issue 
raised by the IEC, along with the relatively unfettered access to airspace 
in the North Central US. 

2. Did your community infrastructure assessments indicate that a base or community 
was at risk of not being able to adequately receive additional units and personnel? 

No. Manpower projections indicated there were no communities unable to 
adequately receive additional units and personnel. 

a. Please provide some examples of any "red flags" raised? 

Based on the final manpower increases and information provided in data 
calls, no red flags were found. 

b. Please explain your process for these assessments? 

Through data calls, 10 categories of data were collected on each base's 
community. Scenario-specljk tables were created to compare /contrast 
community data of each base involved in the scenario and national averages. 
The highlights of this community data analysis were summarized for each 
scenario and provided for review. For each recommendation, a community 
snapshot and a detailed 3-page narrative for each base was provided to OSD. 

3. Please list those installations that were analytically recommended for closure or 
realignment by the executive group, yet rejected by the Service Secretary or the 
Chief of Staff. Please explain why these changes were made. 
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The Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff of the Air Force accepted all 
the recommendations made by the Air Force Base Closure Executive Group. 

4. You have indicated that the annual recumng savings of the Air Force 
recommendations will be approximately $2.6B, and the net present value of these 
savings over twenty years will be $14.5B. 

Correction: $2.6B is the cumulative net savings by FYI I .  Annual 
recurring savings thereafter are $1.25B. 

a. Do these costs include environmental remediation costs? 

No, by BRACpolicy, environmental restoration costs are not included in 
payback calculations. 

b. Do these costs include the costs of rebasing of Air Force units from 
overseas? 

No Air Force units are scheduled to return from overseas at this time. 
However, Air Force BRAC recommendations wouldfully accommodate 
movements from overseas ifnecessary in the future. 

c. Do these costs include potential costs across the federal government? 

The Air Force took into account the effect of proposed recommendations 
on other federal agencies, e.g. FAA, US Coast Guard. Since the BRAC 
law and DoD policy do not require these costs to be included in the costs 
of the recommendations, potential costs (or savings) to other federal 
agencies were not included in the Air Force recommendations. 

5. The legislation authorizing this BRAC round required that DOD develop a 20- 
year force structure plan to help guide BRAC recommendations. However, there 
appears to be much uncertainty regarding future force structure requirements. 

a. What key assumptions influenced the Air Force's force structure plan? 
For example, what assumption does the Air Force make regarding 
replacement of existing aircraft--one for one replacement, or something 
smaller? What assumption does it make regarding the future of unmanned 
aircraft (UAVs) relative to replacing other manned aircraft? 

The Air Force used the force structure plan submitted to Congress by the 
Joint Staff on 15 March 2005. This force structure plan included a 20- 
year force structure projection (the 2025 Force). Because of advances in 
technology and CONOPS, the Air Force will generally recapitalize its 
fleet at a less than I for 1 ratio. 
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b. Does the force structure plan submitted in March 2005 reflect the 
December 2004 decision by the Office of Secretary of Defense to reduce 
the number of F-22s to be bought? 

Yes, the force structure plan submitted in March 2005 reflected a reduced 
purchase of F/A -22s based on PBD- 753. 

c. How did F-22 and Joint Strike Fighter basing plans impact your BRAC 
recommendations? 

Air Force has announced basing plans for two operational F/A-22 
locations, Langley AFB, Virginia and Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, and one 
training location, Tyndall A FB, Florida. Air Force BRAC 
recommendations do not conflict with F/A-22 basing options and 
accommodate Joint Strike Fighter training operations at Eglin AFB as 
recommended by the Education and Training Joint Cross Service Group. 

6. In testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee on 23 Sep 04, 
Secretary Rumsfeld noted that "U.S. forces in the next century must be 
agile.. . [and] readily deployable.. .[and] must be able to project our power over 
long distances, in days or weeks, rather than months." 

a. Has DOD's BRAC submission accounted for results of the recent 
department-wide Mobility Capabilities Study? If so, how? 

No. The Mobility Capabilities Study (MCS) was unavailable during 
BRAC analysis. Currently it is in coordination within the DoD. 

b. If not, how can we ensure that our decisions on base closure and 
realignment do not conflict with these studies findings? 

The MCSfindings will be in terms of force structure, not infrastructure. 
The Air Force recommendations retain suflcient surge capacity to accept 
any force structure that might come out of the MCS. 

c. How can the Air Force justify the reduction of airlift and air refueling 
aircraft before the results of the Mobility Capabilities Study have been 
released? 

Force strhcture decisions (and their rationale) were not within the 
purview of BRAC. BRAC is charged with bedding down the force 
structure set forth in the 20-year force structure plan. The Air Force 
expects the Mobility Capabilities Study results to inform the Quadrennial 
Defense Review, which in turn will shape AF force structure requirements. 
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7. Are there any specific environmental issues that we should carefully consider? 
Are there any specific actions/recommendations where environmental issues stand 
out? Are you aware of significant environmental impacts at receiving bases? 

While we do not expect that these recommendations will result in nonconformity, 
this cannot be demonstrated conclusively until a formal conformity determination 
is completed in coordination with the receiving states. 

8. Volume I of the Base Closure and Realignment Report is remarkably silent on the 
general topic of ranges, whether the range be used for firing, bombing, supersonic 
flight, electronic warfare, strafing, or other military exercises. The usefulness of a 
range is constrained by airspace use, the ground environment including private 
development, and transit time to and from the ranges. 

a. Would you please comment on the military value of the Barry M. 
Goldwater Range (associated with Luke AFB) and Melrose Range 
(associated with Cannon AFB)? Will the recommended actions improve 
the use of the range complex in general while continuing to allow good 
stewardship of the environment? 

The Air Force attributed military value to installations based (in part) -  o or matted 
A . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . .  - .............................................. 

on the proximity to ranges and airspace and the capabilities they 
3 

provided for mission-;ipeci,fic ............. training, Although both - ...................... the Goldwater - - {Formatted 
and Melrose range are excellent facilities,-Goldwater is larger 

1 
(approximately 2 million acres vs. 70,000 acres). ~ddi t ional l~ ,  
Goldwater is used jointly; it has adjoining USAFIUSMC sections and 
the Western Army National Guard Aviation Training Site at Marana, 

.... Arizona, uses it e?@@vek Finally,. C;&fwaterhas.a.g~urtd . . . . . . .  _ . - - Formatted 
footprint thit allows the use offull-scale high explosive weapons 

'1 
training and testing, including modern weapons like the Joint Direct 
Attack N!!rtitio% ......... - ................................... - .... - - .. .- - . 

What impact will the continued use of these two ranges have on the 
management of these protected resources including endangered species? 

All potential environmental impacts that result from a change in use at 
these ranges will be fully evaluated through an environmental impact 
analysis in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act and 
the protected resource would continued to be managed through updates to 
the Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan in accordance with 
the Sikes Act. 

b. What impact will the closure of Cannon AFB, NM have on Melrose 
Range? 
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Air Combat Command will determine Melrose'sfuture use and, if 
required, develop new functional relationships. 

c. What impact will the Joint Strike Fighter and Special Forces realignment 
have on the environment in Florida and the Gulf of Mexico? 

A review of environmental resource areas indicates that there are no 
known environmental impediments to implementing the recommendations. 

The aggregate environmental impact of all Department of Defense 
recommendations affecting Eglin AFB are detailed in the Summary of 
Cumulative Environmental Impacts report for Eglin AFB. 

9. As you know, a legal issue has been raised over the role of states and their 
governors in approving the closure or relocations of guard units. Please tell us the 
extent to which state governors, adjutant generals, or other state officials have 
been consulted in advance regarding your proposed BRAC recommendations. 

State governors, adjutant generals, or other state oflcials were not involved 
directly in the Air Force BRAC deliberations, however an Air National Guard 
(ANG) Brigadier General represented the interests of the ANG as a voting 
member on the Air Force BCEG. Additionally, BRAC members served on Future 
Total Force general ofJicer and action oficer teams, which included ANG 
representation. These teams afforded the BCEC insight into ANG views without 
jeopardizing the objectivity of the BRAC analysis. 

10. General Jumper cited environmental issues with respect to the decision to close 
Cannon Air Force Base. Please detail these issues and how they played in the 
decision to close Cannon? 

General Jumper was referring to the types of issues considered when making 
recommendation decision about any Air Force base. In the case of Cannon, there 
are no environmental issues that affected the closure decision. 

1 1. Are there any environmental or endangered species issues that restrict the use of 
ranges at Mountain Home AFB? If so, how these issues factored in to the 
recommendation to realign Mountain Home? 

There are no endangered species that cause restrictions at the Mountain Home 
training areas. There are however seasonal operational restrictions due to 
recreation and wildlife concerns. Those constraints were reported in the 
Criterion 8 Summary of Scenario Environmental Impacts report. 
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Surge 

As surge requirements can arise for any number of reasons, 

including contingency mobilizations or extended changes in force levels, 

it was a key consideration throughout the BRAC process. To account for 

surge, the Services and Joint Cross-Service Groups analyzed this 

requirement throughout the process. During the capacity analysis 

phase, the Services and Joint Cross-Service Groups identified potential 

excess capacity over known requirements that allowed them to assess 

what capacity was available for surge. During the military value analysis 

phase, DoD infrastructure was evaluated using the Final Selection 

Criteria. The Final Selection Criteria included eight criteria, the first four 

of which were focused on military value and the last four were 

considerations of other factors. In selecting military installations for 

closure or realignment, the Department was to give priority consideration 

to military value, as highlighted in the first four criteria. Significantly, 

two of those four military value selection criteria address the surge 

requirement. Criterion One addresses "the current and future mission 

capabilities and the impact on operational readiness of the total force of 

the Department of Defense." Criterion Three addresses "the ability to 

accommodate contingency, mobilization, surge, and future total force 

requirements." Lastly, surge was considered during the scenario 

analysis phase. A s  the Department analyzed alternative scenarios, the 
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20-year Force Structure Plan requirements were applied against all 

alternatives prior to reaching a final recommendation. 

Homeland Defense 

An important mission considered within BRAC was homeland 

defense. Final Selection Criterion Two required the Services and Joint 

Cross-Service Groups to consider, in their military value analysis, "the 

availability and condition of land, facilities, and associated airspace. ..and 

staging areas for the use of the Armed Forces in homeland defense 

missions." Additionally, all Service and Joint Cross-Service Group 

recommendations were reviewed by all the Combatant Commands, 

providing NORTHCOM and PACOM an opportunity to comment on their 

homeland defense requirements. 

Conclusion 

In closing, the BR4C Force Structure Plan is a cornerstone 

document used as  an  input for conducting analysis and upon which the 

Secre taw's recommendations will be based. I t  was thoroughly 

coordinated throughout the Department and meets all the BRAC 

statutory requirements. 

I thank you for this opportunity and look forward to working with 

the Commission during the next phase of BRAC 2005. 
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2005 BRAC Commission Schedule 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 

2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 - Arlington, Virginia 22202 
Telephone: (703) 699-2950 

Schedule for May 3rd and ,Bth, 2005 

3 May 

Swearing in of Commissioners by Chairman Anthony Principi 
& Hearings at the Cannon House Office Building Room 334 

Time: 9:30 - 12:30AM - OPEN Session 
Witnesses: 
Congressional Research Service 

Dan Else, Specialist in National Defense 
Government Accountability Office 

Barry Holman - Director of Defense Capabilities and Management 
Subject:: 
Presentation on the 2005 BRAC Schedule, Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 ( as 
amended thru FY 05 Authorization Act ), Review of BRAC Criteria, Lessons learned and 
previous BRAC results. 

Time: 1 :30 - 4:30PM - OPEN Session 
Witnesses: 
Office of the Director of National lntelligence 

David Gordon, Chairman of the National lntelligence Committee 
Defense lntelligence Agency 

Earl Scheck - Director, Analysis and Production 
Department of State 

Carol Rodley - Principal Deputy Asst. Secretary, Bureau of lntelligence and Research 
Subject: 
Current and Long Term Threat Confronting U.S. National Security 

4 May 

Hearings at the Cannon House Office Building Room 334 

Time: 9:30 - 12:30AM - OPEN Session NOTE: Hearing will CLOSED for the classified 
portions o f  their testimony. 
Witnesses: 

Pentagon 
Rear Admiral Evan Clark, Director of Programming Division 
Office of the Secretary of Defense Policy 

Honorable Ryan Henry - Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 
Subject:: 
Force Structure Plan, Global Posture Review and SECDEF Guidance on the Quadrennial 
Review 
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,-I. Cllairni:~ 11 Principi's opening st;ltcriien t 

B. Introduction o f  Witncsscs 

(Commiss ior~  ) \ ' i l l  tnkc n 3 rninutu hrcnl; l o  clcnr room for. 

c1:lssifictl scssion) 

C. Questions 

D. Adjourtl f o r  t i ~ c  (1x1)'. 
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Chnirn~s~n's 
Suggested Questions for  9:30 AM, IV:1>i 4,2005 Hcnring 

Force Str-uctur-e I ' h n ,  C lobill I'nstu re Re\:ic~\~, Qu;id rcn niill Revicv 
(l'estiniony from tlic Officc Secretary of Ucfcnsc i ~ r l c l  Oftice of tile 

Chnirm:~n, Joint Chiefs of Staff) 

1. The President announced the return of up to 70,000 troops from 
overseas. Some of these movements may begin soon. Since the BL4C 
list is about to be released, what lies the DOD done to ensure that the 
reti~i.ning forces illid their Smilies 11clve adeqw~tc facilities I I J S O I ~  thcir 
arsi va l '? 

2. How can the Commission evaluate the BRAC recommendations 
before the 2005 QDR is completed? Will we need another BRAC 
after that study is coniplcted? 

3. Please discuss the significance of a f o ~ c  structure plan based on a 20- 
gear vs. a 6-year period of probable threats to nntional security had in 
regards to the Dei,artn~~crlts BRAC recoim~cndxions for 2005. 

4. Docs tjic C U I - ~ m t  Force S ~ I ' L I C ~ L I I . ~  appoacii for the U. S. .41miy, 
restl-ucturing into smaller-, lighter, more 111obile forces, allo\v greater 
joint cross-service basing options in this B P d C  round? 

5. Secretasy Rumsfeld discusses "new concepts" of how the Depal-rment 
will align itself, including, "Troops should be located in places where 
they are wanted, welcomed and needed; in environments hospitabl e to 
their movements; and in places that allow them to be usable and 
flexible." How has DOD specifically addressed those concepts as you 
have jsrqpared your recommendations to the Commission? 
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Suggested Questions for 9:30 AM, May 4,2005 Hearing 
Force Structure Plan, Global Posture Review, Quadrennial Review 
(Testimony from the Office Secretary of Defense and Office of the 

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff) 

I. The Department has reportedly taken a "global" look at basing this 
time that was not evident during the 1990s. Why have you taken this 
approach, and can you explain that process? 

2. Since some forces are already returning from overseas prior to the 
release of BRAC recommendations, can you explain the imperative to 
accomplish this now, before the Department has decided the final, 
destination of CONUS-bound forces? 

3. Secretary Rumsfeld told the SASC, 'We do not expect our forces to 
fight where they are stationed. We know that our forces will need to 
move to the fight wherever i t  is." How has the Department integrated 
analysis and findings from the on-going Mobility Capabilities Study 
(MCS) to ensure our mobility forces can get our troops to the fight? 

4. How has the Department prepared for the returning troops and their 
fasnilies in such areas as military fnmily housing and schools? What 
specifically is the Department doing to ensure that it does not degrade 
the quality of life of the troops and their families returning to bases in  
the US'! 

5. Wow is the Department ensuring that overseas-based troops do not 
rotate to the CONUS until the receiving bases and communities are 
ready for them? What oversight efforts are in  place'? 

6 .  No list of overseas bases to be closed has been released to date, 
although we anticipate an interim list will soon be available. How will 
the Department coordinate this with the BRAC recom~nendati on? 
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7. What is the state of negotiations with the allies? Press accounts from 
Germany and Japan and other countries have highlighted local 
national impressions that information on DOD and central 
uovernment intentions has been lacking. With whom within the & 

various national govern~nents have you been negotiating, and is it 
possible to identify issues that could delay or derail planned 
redeployments? 

8. How would you characterize the interagency coordination and 
cooperation involved in these negotiations with foreign governments? 
For example, the Departments of State, Justice, Treasury, Commerce, 
and Homeland Security, and the Central Intelligence Agency, to name 
a few, have significant stakes in the adjustment of military bases and 
of US forces stationed overseas. What roles have these agencies 
played in  planning the adj~istment of the DOD footprint and in 
negotiations with Allied governments? 

9. What is the state of planning for the redeployl~icnt of troops from 
overseas to the United States'? Have the specific ~lnits been identified 
and a schedule developed? Can the schedule be mado available to the 
BRAC Cornmission? Will these units be brought honle individually as 
whole divisions, as whole brigades, or at some lower level of 
command'? 

1 O.tIo\v will the movement of these troops be filndcciC? Do you expect the 
BRAC account to pay for this movement, or will funds come out of 
the defense appropriation? What is the magnitude and timing ofthe 
associated costs? 

1 I.Will the bulk of the troops redeploy directly to the United States, or 
will they sotate home only after augmenting forces deploying to Iraq'? 
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12.If there was another round of base closure activity in the next few 
years, do you feel it will be realistic to again base the 
recolnmendations of that round on a 20-year period? 

13.Did the different approach in this cycle's force planning approach 
regarding a greater range of conflict scenarios vs. a established 
nu~nber of conflicts, allow you to consider more or less joint cross- 
service options as in past base closure rounds? If more options, please 
explain, if you can, why that was the case. 

14With the expected return of a great number oftroops to the United 
States over the next several years, do you expect the terrorist threat 
against United States bases will increase or decrease? 

15.Are the recent Army Transformation e f i r t s  in synch with those 
recommendations the Department will provide to this Commission in 
the nest two weeks? 

16.Please explain the thought process in reducing the Aircraft Cauiers 
from 12 to 1 I ,  given what appears to be a great need than ever before 
in world wide presence, 

17.Please explain how the reduction of aircraft carriers from 12 to I I 
aligns with the ongoing transformation approach as well as with the 
current philosophy of not to focus on spsci fic conflicts but rather a 
wider range of scenarios. 

18.Given that the Air Force level of Air Espcditionary Forces remains 
constant over at least the next six years, does that indicate a great level 
of si~ccess with that number over the last five ycars. 

19.With the developnlent of the AEFs, the Air Forcc CONUS basing 
approach has changed measurably since the last round of BRAC. 
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Does this arrangement increase or decrease your basing requirements. 
Does this arrangement give the Department of Defense more or less 
Joint Cross Service options? 

2O.Will a greater emphasis on Joint Service assignment allow the 
Department to reduce previously independent infi-astructure like 
training, research and logistics? 

21. We anticipate bold recommendations to support, encourage and instill 
Joirrttzess through realignment of forces and training. Will the 
Department's plans to in~prove joint interoperability be ~natched with 
an equally bold and innovative approach to establishing and stressing 
joint training? Assuming yes, please elaborate. 
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Christopher "Ryan" Henry 

Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

Ryan Henry was appointed by President Bush, confirmed by the Senate, 

and has served as Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy since 

February 2003. He is an advisor to the Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and Under 

Secretary of Defense on policy, strategy, transformation, force structure, global 

posture, and on the execution of deliberate and contingency plans by combatant 

commanders in support of the national objectives. Additionally, he provides 

strategy and resource guidance to senior Department officials and represents the 

Under Secretary of Defense for Policy in a variety of fora. 

Mr. Henry's professional career spans 24 years of military service, including 

work in government operations, leading-edge research and development, and policy 

analysis. He served as an aviation squadron commander, Congressional staffer, 

experimental test pilot, and technology/warfare architect. He graduated from the 

U.S. Naval Academy in 1972 and from National Defense University in 1992. He also 

earned advanced degrees in Aeronautical Systems (University of West Florida, 

1974), and Systems Management (University of Southern California, 1982). 
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Prior to appointment as Principal Deputy, Mr. Henry was Corporate Vice 

President for Technology and Business Development at Science Applications 

lnternational Corporation (SAIC). Before joining SAIC, Mr. Henry was a Senior 

Fellow at the Center for Strategic and lnternational Studies (CSIS) in Washington, 

DC, where he led the Information-based Warfare initiative and served as Director of 

the "Conflict in the Digital Age" Project. He also served as a Program Manager and 

Information Systems Architect for the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(DARPA). 

Mr. Henry co-authored The Information Revolution and lnternational 

Security, has written for a variety of periodicals, and provided commentary to 

domestic and overseas broadcast news organizations. 
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BRAC Roles and Priorities 

Since we are about to receive the recommendation of the 
Department of Defense, rnost of the analysis and internal decisions by 
the Services have been conipleted and recommendations are most 
likely in the office of the Secretary of Defense. 

Without compromising any potential decisions or preempting 
the Secretary of Defense, can you describe your role in the BRAC 
process to date? 

Did you establish, and can you share any specific goals that you 
thought from a policy perspective, were important for the Department 
to consider? 

Overseas Basins Plans 

The Department of Defense is in the process of negotiating U.S. 
military force structure moves in Europe and Asia to support 
recommendations in the Integrated Global Posture and Basing 
Strategy released by the President in September, 2004. Some of these 
moves will result in a change in defense capabilities, as major u n i t s  
are returned to the United States and new requirements for strategic 
mobility emerge to meet time critical requests for forces by our 
Combatant commanders around the globe. 

Does the force structure plan prepared as a part of the BRAC 
process account for the changes in the posture of our forces around 
the world? As an example, would the location of the homeports of 
our aircraft carriers world-wide affect the number of carriers we 
needed to meet requirements? 
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Quadrennial Defense Review 

As required by law, the Department is in the process of initiating 
a quadrennial defense review (QDR) that will assess national security 
objectives, our national defense strategy, and then will review our 
military capabilities to determine what requirements should be 
addressed to maximize the effectiveness of our military forces, From 
a layman's perspective, we probably should have completed the QDR 
before embarking upon the BRAC process and, as part of the BRAC, a 
submission of a force structure report. 

In your opinion will the QDR supercede t i le  BRAC force 
structure report or even worse, render  i t  obsolete? 

How is the Department ensuring that a recommendatiori made in 
the BRAC process will not be undercut or affected by the QDR? 

Chanqes in hlobility Requirements 

Both the Integrated Global Posture and Basing Strategy 
released in September 2004, and the Quadrennial Defense Review 
(QDR) currently in process will have a significant impact on the 
requiremerlts and resources for our military forces to move around 
the world. The Joint Chiefs are now engaged in a Mobility Capabilities 
Study (MCS) that will shift to  an Analysis of Alternatives(aoA) this 
summer  as we attempt to determine what mixes of land, air and sea 
mobility assets we need to meet operational requirements. 

Does the force structure report, and specifically the analysis of 
excess capacity, account for potential new requirements for 
transportation hubs and new ports of embarkment for our military 
forces? 

How would you recommend the Commission address the issue 
of the infrastructure required ti support future force structure i f  the 
Defense Department is still in the process of determining what is 
needed for mobility capabilities? 
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Capabilities-Based Planning 

The Force structure report states that the Department's force 
planning framework does not focus on specific conflicts, but instead 
determines capabilities required for a range of scenarios. "The 
Department analyzes the force requirements for the most likely, tile 
most dangerous, and the most demanding circumstances." 

Can you give the Conmission a brief review of the capabilities 
considered vital to a full range of scenarios? 

Can you expiain how the Department assesses force 
requirements over a full range of scenarios? 

Does the Department apply a ratio of probability to the 
scenarios? 

Is there a measure of risk imbedded in the final force structure 
recommendations and to what extent? 

Capabilities-Based Planning 

It would seem counterintuitive that in an era where the 
Department of Defense is stressing capabilities-based planning a n d  
the increased flexibility of our force posture world-wide by 
establishing dozens of new forward operating installations, we would 
want to constrict our basing and infrastructure in the United States, 
effectively limiting our flexibility and ability to respond. 

How will the BRAC process actually contribute to the goals se t  
forth in the force structure plan to transform the Armed Forces to 
meet the threats to our national security? 

In what ways will the BRAC process result in realignments that 
contribute to an increase in the flexibility of our forces? 
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Force Structure and Hon~cland Defense - 

Can you describe how the force structure report identifies and 
addresses requir-erner-rts for homeland security? 

What roles a rid responsibilities are assumed for military forces 
in scenarios centered around the protection of our population, 
national assets, and critical infrastructure? 

Are the levels of proposed force structure proposed in the 
report for both the active and reserve components of our military 
based on a n  assessment or ass~fmpt ions of future requirements for 
the protection of our borders and population? 

Force Structure Plannina for Traditional Challengs. 

This question focuses on traditional challenges from 
established states employing a full range o f  military forces in superior 
numbers. The Force Structure report stares that "while traditional 
forms of military competition remain important, trends suggest that 
these challenges wil l receive lesser priority in the planning of 
adversaries vis-a vis the United States," 

In what way does the proposed force structure respond to the 
scenario of traditional challenges? 

If the United States today assigns a low priority to the response 
to traditional challenges, are we not identifying and telegraphing a 
future vulnerability to  the adversaries of our national interest? 
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Surqe - Requirements 

One of the BRAC criteria refers to the ability to accomrn'odafe 
contingency, mobilization, and surge requirements. 

Where in the force structure report is an estimate of the 
riunibers o f  forces or major force units that would be considered a 
surge requirement? 

If not specifically cited in  the force structure report, how do you 
recommend this Commission take into consideration the planning for, 
and  the physical p lant  required to  support surge requirements? 
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Base Closure and Realignment Con~n~ission 
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Security Threats to the United States 

Statement of 

Carol Rodley 
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for 

Intelligence and Research 

May 3,2005 
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,Base Closure and  Real ignment  Conimiss ion 
Secur i ty  Threats  t o  t h e  United Sta tes  

May 3,2005 

Sta tement  of 
Carol  Rodley 

Pr incipal  Deputy Assistant  Secre tary  of State 
for lntell igence a n d  Research 

Mr. Chairman, Con~n~issioners, I am pleased to join my distinguished colleagues 
today in this important review of  threats to our nation and the challenges they pose to our 
future defense and to the Intelligence Conln~unity. In addressing them, I hope to 
co~nplcnlent the judgments presented by my colleagues by focusing on the way threats 
appear when viewed through the lens of diplomacy. 

The subject of  this hearing is one on which there is broad consensus in the 
Intelligence Con~munity. INR concurs with the judgment that terrorism is the single 
greatest threat to Americans, both at home and abroad. and that the proliferation of 
weapons of nlass destruction (WMD), missiles. and certain types of advanced 
conventional weapons is a close and dangerous second. We also share most of the other 
threat judgments presented by our colleagues. But rather than ~nerely echoing their 
assessments, I will approach the s ~ ~ b j e c t  reflecting INR's unique perspective and 
responsibilities as the Secretary of  State's in-house intelligence unit. 

As Secretary Rice has made clear in recent statements. diplomacy is critical to US 
efforts to contain, counter, and diminish the threats we face. On February S she told her 
audience in Paris, "We agree on the interwo\~en threats we face today: terrorism. and 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and regional conflicts. and failed states. and 
organized crime." She added that America stands ready to work with other countries in 
"building an even stronger partnership" to address these threats. 

To combat the twin scourges of terrorism and proliferation requires more than just 
the effective collection of hard to obtain intelligence. At a minirnum. it also requires 
deep understanding of the motivations and objectives of those who resort to terrorism 
andfor pursue WMD. It also takes sopl~isticated analysis of all-source information. 
informed judgments about what we do not know, and detailed knowledge of other 
countries, cultures, political systems. and the underlying causes of discontent and 
radicalization. The prerequisites for meeting all these requirements include global 
coverage, deep analytical expertise, and Intelligence Community commitment to 
providing policymakers what they need, when they need it, and in a form that they can 
use day in and day out. 

Why are terrorism and vroliferation at the top of the threat list? The short and 
conventional answer is that the normalization of relations with China and demise of  the 
Soviet Union dramatically reduced the danger of nuclear war and eliminated or 
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transformed fundamentally a wide array of associated threats. But the end of the Cold 
War also brought Inany changes to other aspects of international life, including the 
erosion of constraints on "client" states, the reemergence of long repressed political 
aspirations, and the rise of ethnic and religious hatreds. Former DCI Jim Woolsey 
described the change as the displacement of a few big dragons by lots of dangerous 
snakes. But it was, and is. more than that. Globalization and the information revolution 
have changed espectations and aspirations and made it possible for nations and non-state 
actors, including individuals? to do things that would have been unthinkable just a few 
years ago. 

One of  the many resultant developments has been the emergence of vast 
differences in coercive capabilities. This. in turn. has exacerbated the dangers of both 
terrorism and proliferation. The inability of all but a few nations to deter the most 
powerful countries (including but not liniited to the United States) has reinforced the 
determination of states that feel threatened (whether justitiably or not) ro seek 
asymmetric solutions to the disparity of power. For some, this means pirrsuit of WMD 
and delivery capabilities because they know they have no hope of deterring or defeating 
the attacks they fear with conventional armaments. Perhaps the clearest illustration of 
this can be found in DPRK public statements afier Operation Iraqi Freedom intended to 
reassure its public and warn potential adversaries that. unlike Saddam, it had a (nuclear) 
deterrent; a claim reiterated February 10. Pakistan pursued-and obtained-nuclear 
weapons and delivery systems to compensate for India's vastl). superior conventional 
military power and nuclear weapons. 

Terrorism is at the other end of the spectrum of asymmetric responses. State 
sponsors, most notably Iran. seem implicitly to warn potential enemies that the response 
to any attack will include resort to terror. They seem to be saying, in cffect, "You may be 
able to defeat us militarily, but you cannot protect all your people, everywhere. all the 
time." Such a porcupine defense/deterrent posture is an unfortunate but not irrational 
response to wide disparities of po\\er. The situation is somewhat analogous for non-state 
actors frustrated by their inability to achieve their (however reprehensible) goals by other 
means. Terror and guerrilla warfare are long-standing measures of choice (or last resort) 
for weak actors confronting a much stronger adversary. The targets vary widely. from 
established democracies to authoritarian regimes. However. in some cases. terrorists also 
direct their attacks against those who are seen as responsible for-by imposition or 
support-the actions or existence of the regime they oppose. That appears to be one of 
the reasons al-Qaida has targeted the United States in Saudi Arabia and terrorists in Iraq 
have used suicide bombers and improvised esplosive devices to attack Iraqis and others 
supportive of the Iraqi government. The use of terror tactics in liberal denlocracies is 
especially problematic because in open societies. self-restraint under the rule of law and 
colnmitment to respect Iluman rights and dignity complicate the challenges of mounting 
an effective response. 

Attacking a distant country is difficult, even in the era of globalization, and 
would-be assailants must choose between difficult, high profile attacks, like those on 
9/11, and easier to accomplish but probably lower impact incidents (like sniper attacks on 
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random individuals or small explosions in crowded public places). We remain vulnerable 
to both types of terror attack, but arguably we are now less vulnerable to relatively large- 
scale, high profile attacks than we were before 9/11. Nevertheless, it is extremely 
difficult to penetrate the tight-knit groups that are most capable of carrying out such 
attacks on our country and our people. We have achieved great success in disrupting al- 
Qaida but may be witnessing a repeat of the pattern found in the wars on illegal drugs and 
organized crime, namely, that we are fighting a "hydm" with robust capabilities of 
resurgence and replacement of lost operatives. The bottom line is that terrorism remains 
the most immediate, dangerous. and difficult security challenge facing our country and 
the international community and is likely to remain so for a long time. Despite the 
progress we have made. it would be imprudent to become complacent or lo lower our 
guard. 

The clues for WMD. n~issiles (or unmanned ael ial vehicles). and advanced 
conventional arms has become more attractive to. and more feasible for. a small but 
significant set of state and non-state actors. This poses ma.jor challenges to the security 
of the United States and our friends and allies, but it is important to put this threat in 
perspective. 

Nuclear Threats. The nuclear sword of Damocles that hung over our national 
existence during the Cold War remains largely a concern Srom a d i f h e n t  era. Russia and 
China still have nuclear Iveapons (the number is declining in Russia and increasing onl) 
modestly in China). but the hostility of the past is no longer a pressing concern and 
neither threatens to use them against our country. North Korea has produced sufficient 
fissile material to make a small number of nuclear weapons. but, despite its February 10 
statement. there is no evidence that it has produced such weapons and ~nated them to a 
n~issile capable of deli\ering them to the United States. f-towever. if i t  has made such 
weapons. it could reach US allies, our armed forces, and large concentrations of 
American citizens in Northeast Asia. India and Pakistan have nuclear weapons and the 
capability to deliver them to targets in the region. but both nations are friends and neither 
threatens the territory of the United States. Iran seeks but does not yet have nuclear 
weapons or n~issiles capable of reaching the United States. INR's net assessment of the 
threat to US territory posed by nuclear weapons controlled blr nation states is that it is 
low and lacks immediacy. Rut this should not be grounds for complacent>.. The 
existence of such weapons and the means to deliver them constitutes a latent but deadly 
threat. Ensuring that it remains latent is a key diplonlatic priority. 

The so  far theoretical possibility of nuclear weapons falling into the hands of 
terrorists constitutes a very different type of threat. We have seen no persuasive evidence 
that al-Qaida has obtained fissile material or ever has had a serious and sustained 
program to do so. At worst, the group possesses small amounts of radiological material 
that could be used to fabricate a radiological dispersion device ("dirty bomb"). The only 
practical way for non-state actors to obtain sufficient fissile material for a nuclear weapon 
(as opposed to material for a so-called dirty bomb) would be to acquire it on the black 
market or to steal it from one of the current, want-to-be, or used-to-be nuclear weapons 
states. The "loose nukes" probleln in the former Soviet Union continues to exist but is 
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less acute than it once \ws, thanks to the Nunn-Lugar cooperative threat reduction 
program and diligent efforts by Russia to consolidate and protect stockpiles. North 
Korea's possession of weapons-grade fissile material adds a new layer of danger and 
uncertainty. There is no convincing evidence that the DPRK has ever sold, given, or 
even offered to transfer such material to m y  state or non-state actor, but we cannot 
assume that it would never do so. 

Chemical and Biolonical Weapons. Despite the diffusion of know-how and dual- 
use capabilities to an ever-increasing number of countries. the number of states with 
known or suspected CW programs reniains both small and stable. Most of those that 
possess such weapons or have the capability to produce quantities sufficient to cotistitute 
a genuine threat to the United States or Americans (civilian and military) outside oirr 
borders are not hostile to us. appreciate the significance of our nuclear and conventional 
arsenals. and are unlikely to transfer such weapons or capabilities to terrorists. There ar* 
nations that might use CW against invading troops. even American forces, on their own 
territory. but we judge it highly unlikely that nation states would use C W  against the 
Anierican homeland or specifically target Amerrcan citizens escept as an act of 
desperation. Terrorists, by contrast, have or could acquire the capability to produce sniall 
quantities of chenlical agents for use against selected targets or random individuals. We 
judge the chances of their doing so as n~oderate to high. One or a few disgruntled 
individuals or a sriiall terrorist cell could do so in a manner analogous to the 1995 Aum 
Shinrikyo sarin gas attack on a Tokyo s u b w y .  The sewit); of such an attack would be 
small in terms of lethality, but the psychological and political impact would be huge. 

The risk posed by nation states with biological weapons is similar to that for CW; 
many nations have the capability, but few have programs and even fewer wo~rld be 
tempted to use them against the United States. The danger of acquisition and use by 
terrorists, however, is far greater. Though hard to Ilandle safely and even harder to 
deliver effectively, BW agents have the potential to over\+,hclm response capabilities in 
spccific locations, induce widespread panic. and disrupt ordinary life for a protracted 
period. with resulting economic and social consequences of uncertain magnitude. 

Conventional Attack. INR considers the danger of a conventional military attack 
on the United States or American military, diplomatic. or business facilities abroad to be 
very low for the simple reason that no state hostile to the United States has the military 
capability to attack the US with any hope of avoiding massive retaliation and ultimate, 
probably rapid. annihilation. The only way to reach a different conclusion, it seeins to us, 
is to posit an irrational actor model in which either all key decision makers i n  a hostile 
country are irrational or there are no systemic constraints on a totally irrational dictator. 
We judge that such conditions exist nowhere at present and hence that US military might 
is. and will be, able to deter any such suicidal adventure for the foreseeable future. Here 
again. ensuring that this situation continues is a major goal of American diplomacy. 

A far more dangerous threat is the possibility. even the likelihood, that advanced 
conventional weapons will be obtained-and used-by terrorists. For example, the 
danger that groups or individuals antithetical to the United States will obtain MANPADS 
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or advanced e~plosives is both high and immediate. The number of Americans likely to 
be killed or mainled i n  such an attack wot~ld be small in comparison with the casualties in 
a conventional war or nuclear attack. but bvould be unacceptably large no matter how 
small the number of casualties and could have a major econonlic and psychological 
impact. Attacks on American nationals, whether they are aimed at workers in an 
Anierican city. American tourists abroad. US diplomatic facilities. US businesses at home 
or abroad. or US rnilitary hcilities at home or abroad, are possible and unacceptable. The 
fact that State Department personnel. fanlily members. and facilities l~ave becn frequent 
targets of attack makes us acutel) aware of this danger and determined to do everything 
possible to thwart it. This determination is magnified several-fold by the fact that it is an 
important palt of the State Department's mission, and the Secretary of State's 
responsibility. to protect American citizens everywhere around the globe. We take this 
responsibility very seriously. and an impo~lant part of INli's support to diplomacy 
involves providing information and insights that contribute directl! to the success of this 
mission. 

States of  Concern. It has become something of a convention in threat testimony 
to list a number of countries that, for one reason or another, are judged to warrant special 
attention from the Intelli_cence Community. A few countries on this list engage in 
activities that directly or indirectly threaten American lives (e.g.. North Korea's 
deployment of niassive rnilitary power close enough to Seoul to put st risk our ally as 
well as American troops and tens ofthousands of American civilians). Most countries on 
the list do  not threaten the United States militarily but are important to the success of 
policies to protect and promote other American interests. 

Rather than enumerate a long list of  countries, 1 will simply provide a series of 
generic exaniples to illustrate the kinds of conditions and concerns germane to diplomatic 
efforts to protect and advance American interests. The State Department needs good 
intelligence on some countries primarily because their actions could lead to internal 
instability that could. in turn. threaten orher American interests. Others belong on the list 
because they do not or cannot prevent the growth and export of narcotics, harbor or assist 
terrorist groups, have leaders who make anti-American pronouncements, or have 
conditions conducive to the rise of  extremist movements. Still others illicitly traffic in 
persons, weapons. conflict diamonds. or other conlmodities; control critical energy 
resources: or have fragile political institutions, large and dynamic economies. or any of 
myriad other attributes. 

What stares on this long and varied list have in common is the capacity to affect 
American interests and the efficacy of US foreign. economic, and security policy. Most 
do not and will not "threaten" the United States in the way that we were once threatened 
by the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact, but something, or many things, about them 
pose challenges and/or opportunities for American diplomacy. The problems of  failing 
states and the tremendous drain on resources in developing countries from AIDS and 
other pandemics, environmental stress. and corruption at'fect our ability to partner with 
allies and friends to meet humanitarian needs in the interest of pron~oting stability and 
democracy. This, in turn, poses challenges and requirements for the Intelligence 
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Community that ektend far be~eond the collection and analysis of information germane to 
the suppresston of terrorism and limiting the spread of WMD. delivery systems. and 
advanced conventional rveapons. Meeting these challenges requires global coverage. 
deep expertise. estensive collaboration. and. above all. acceptance of the idea that the 
niission of the Intelligence Community demands and entails more than collecting and 
interpreting covertly acquired infortnation on a relatively srnall number of narrowl) 
defined threats. Focusing on known threats and concerns is necessary but  could prove to 
be very dangerous if we are not equally vigilant in trying to anticipate unknowns and 
surprises. 

InteHigence is. or should be, about more than addressing "threats". The 
Intelligence Community has been justifiably criticized for serious failings and 
shortconiings, but we should not lose sight of what we do well and must continue to do 
well. For example, America's unrivaled military preeminence, demonstrated so 
draniatically in our eli~nination of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and the destruction 
of Saddam's regime in Iraq. is inextricably linked to the capabilities and 
accon~plishnients of our Intelligence Community. intelligence collection, analytic 
tradecraft, insights gained through years of experience, and close ties among collectors. 
analysts, weapons designers, military planners. and troops on the ground are all and 
equally critical to the military successes we have achieved, the predominance we enjoy. 
and the fkct that conventional military threats to our nation and our citizens are low and 
almost certain to remain so for many years. Preserving this state of affairs ~vill be neither 
auton~atic nor easy, but our efforts and the allocation of resources to do so must not 
foreclose equally committed efforts to address other threats and challenges. 

Terrorism and proliferation are at the top of every agency's list of threats, and the 
Intelligence Comniunity is con~mitting substantial effort and resources to provide the 
intelligence support required to contain and reduce those dangers. In part, this requires 
and irlvolves penetration of highly restricted and suspicio~ts organizations and secure 
systems of comniunication, including sophisticated measures to hide financial 
transactions, obscure relationships. and deceive human and technical collectors. But 
collection is only one of  many essential factors in the equation. To place the intelligence 
we collect in contest, to distinguish between what is true and useful and \vhat is not. arid 
to develop strategies to detect and disrupt activities ininlical to American interests 
requires expert analysts and information on a very wide array of critical variables. Stated 
another way, it is not possible to identi*, anticipate, understand, and disrupt terrorists 
and proliferators without broad and deep understanding of the countries, cultures, 
contexts, social networks, economic systems, and political arenas in which they spawn, 
develop. and operate. Without broad and deep expertise and information that goes far 
beyond what we can or should collect through clandestine means, we w i l l  not be able to 
judge accurately the infonilation we collect, arid will ultimately be reduced to reliance on 
lucky guesses and chance discoveries. That isn't good enough. We can and must do 
better. 
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Good Morning, 

And welcome to the second day of hearings of the 2005 BRAC Commission. 
Today's hearing, like yesterday's two hearings, will help provide the Commission 
with the foundation we need to provide an independent assessment of the DoD's 
2005 base realignment and closure proposal when it is released in less than two 

weeks. 

I also want to express the Commission's appreciation to the House Committee on 

Veterans' Affairs for making their hearing room available for yesterday's and 
today's hearing. 

Yesterday morning, we were briefed on the statute guiding our decisions and the 
criteria we must apply in evaluating the Defense Department proposal, the issues 

we are likely to face in the months to come as well as the lessons learned from 

prior BRACs. In the afternoon, we were briefed by representatives of the 
intelligence community on the threats to our national security we can anticipate 
over the two decades to come. 

The Department of Defense is called upon to develop and field the forces needed 

to deter or defeat those threats. In turn, it must maintain the bases needed to 

support those forces; without diverting scarce resources to the maintenance of 

bases which are not needed. 

The future force structure of our armed forces is, therefore, a driving force in 
determining the base structure our nation will need to support in the decades to 

come. 
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This Commission must, therefore, have a good understanding of that force 

structure if  we are to meet our obligations to the Congress, to the President, to 
the men and women who embody our armed forces, and to the American people. 

Today, we will hear from Mr. Ryan Henry, Principal Deputy Under Secretary for 
Defense Policy in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and Vice Admiral Martin 

Chanik, Director for Force Structure, Resources and Assessments on the Joint 

Staff. They will speak to the anticipated force structure of our armed forces, their 

anticipated global posture and strategy of our armed forces and to the 
Secretary's guidance for conducting the Quadrennial Defense Review, now 

underway. 

As you might expect, this information can be very sensitive and while we begin in 
open session I anticipate that we will move to closed session at an early point in 
this hearing to protect classified information. l expect our witnesses will signal 
when our questioning is moving into the classified area so that we can go to a 

closed session. 

Mr. Henry, please proceed. 
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TRANSCIZIPT OF NAVAL SEIIVI CIC FOR 
VICE ADMIRAL EVAN A.1ARTIN CEIANIK, JR. 

U.S. NAVY 

27 MAY 1951 Born in Newport. Idode Island 
30 JUX 1969 Ivlidshipinnn. U.S. Naval Academy 
06 JUN 1973 Ensign 
06 ,TUN 1975 Lieutenant ('junior grade) 
01  ,JUL 1977 Lieutenant 
01 ,JUN 1982 Lieutenant Cammander 
01 SEP 1988 Commander 
01 OCT 1993 Captain 
09 RlAR 2000 Designated Rcar Admiral (lo\vcr half) whilc 

serving in billets cotnmensurate with that grade 
Ol JUL 2000 Rear .4dmiral (lower half) 
19 SEP 2002 Designated Rear Admiral while serving in billets 

commensuratc with that grade 
01 SEP 2003 Rear Admiral 
18 MAR 2005 Vice Admiral, Service continuous to  date 

' ASSIGNMENTS AND DLJTIES FR0h.I TO 

Nmral Air Station, Pcnsacoln, FL ( D U N S )  
Training Squadron ONE, NAS Saulle!' Field. 

I ~ I s ; I c o ~ ~ .  FL (DUINS) 
Training Squadron TWO THREE, NM Kingsvillt.. 7-5 

(DUINS) 
Commander, Fighter Squadron ONE TWO ITOUR 

(Ready Replacen~ent Pilot) 
Commander, Fighter Squadron ONE (Division Officcr) 
Navy Fighter Weapons School 

(TOPGUN Training Offices) 
Com~nander, Fighter Squadron ONE TWO FOUR 

ji'\epIacement Pilot) 
Commander, Fighter Squadron TWO FOUR 

(Operations Officer) 
Commanding Officer, Air Test and Evaluation 

Squadron FOUR (Quality Assurance Officer) 
Commander, Airborne Early Warning Wing. 

U.S. Pacific Fleet/Nmy Fighter Weapons School/ 
~ 4 7 7 ' ~  U.S. Air Force Test and Evaluatio~i Squadron 
(Evaluation Officer) 

.IUN 1973 
AllG 1973 

S I P  1 cl73 

S E I V  974 

AUG 1975 
MAR 1975 

OCT I980 

M44Y 198 1 

OCT 1984 

AUG 1985 

ALIG 1973 
SEP 1973 

SEP 1974 

AUG 1975 

FEB 1978 
OCT 1980 

MAY 19Sl 

OCT 1984 

JUL 1985 

MAJi 1988 
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TlUNSCIiII'T OF NAVAL SEliVlCE FOR 
VICE ADMI IZAL EVAN blAlZTIN CHANI K, J I L  

U.S. NAVY 

ASSIGNMENTS AND DUTIES (CONT'D) FROM TO 

Coniniander, Fighter Squadron ONE ZERO ONE 
(Replaceriient Pilot) 

SO.  Fighter Squadron EIGHT FOUR 
CO, Fighter Squadron EIGHT FOUR 
Naval Nuclear Power School, 

Orlando, FL (DUNS) 
Commander, Naval Nuclear Power Unit. Charleston, SC 

(DUNS) 
USS THEODOW ROOSEVELT (CVN 71 I/ 

Commander. Fightcr Mfing ONE (1'ER.IIIU) 
SO ,  USS CARL VINSON (C'VN 70) 
CO, USS CAMDEN (AOE 2) 
CO, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 6 5 )  
Office of the CNO (Director, Aviarion Plans and 

Requirements Branch) (N7SO) 
Deputy Coniniander, Joint Task Forcc, Southwest 

Asia. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (TEMDI!) 
Com~nandcr, Carrier Group 1'IIIIEE 
Office of'the CNO (Director, Progran~ming Division) 

PJSO) 
.Joint Staff (Director, Force Structure, Resources and 

Assessment) (.I-8) 

k IAR 1988 

S El3 1988 
MAR 1990 
SEP 1991 

MAY 1992 

NOV 1992 

OCT 1993 
OCT 1995 
SEP 1997 
JUL 2000 

MAY 2002 

APR 2002 
AUG 2004 

MAR 2005 

MEDALS AND AWARDS 

Legion of Merit 
Bronze Star Mrdrtl 
h4eritorious Service Mcdal with two Gold 

Stars 
Air Medal (fourth strikdtlight award) 
Navy ;md Marine Corps Commendation 

Medal with Combat "V" and two Gold 
Stars 

Navy and Marine Corps Achic~wnent  h.ledal 
Joint Meritorious Unit Award with Bronze 

Oak Leaf Cluster 
Navy Unit Commendation 
Air Force Outstanding Unit A n x d  

SEI' 1988 

MAR 1090 
JUL 1991 
OC'1' 1 99 1 

OCT 1992 

OCT 1993 

AUG 1995 
JUN 1997 
J U L  2000 
APR 2002 

AUG 2002 

AUG 2004 
MAR 2005 

TO DATE 

Meritorious Unit Commendation wit11 two 
Bronze Stars 

Navy "E" Ribbon with threc "E's 
National Defense Service Medal with one 

Bronx Star' 
Armed Forces Espcditionary Medal 
Vietnam Service. Medal 
Southwest Asia Service Medal with three 

Bronze Stars 
Kuwait Liberation Medal (Saudi Arabia) 
Kuwait Liberation Medal (Kuwait) 
Espert Pistol Shot Medal 
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TJUNSCRII'?' OF NAVAL SERVICE FOR 
VICE ADMlliAL EVAN MARTIN CI-IANIK, ,JR. 

U.S. NAVY 

SPECIAL OUALIFlCATIONS 

BS (Operations r"\nalysis). U.S. N ~ ~ v n l  Academy, 1973 
MA (Business Administration), I987 
Designated Naval Aviator, 1974 
Designated Joint Specialty Officer, 1989 

PERSONAL DATA 

Wife: Kathleen M. Foster, La Crt'sccnta. California 
Chi1 drcn: None. 

SUMh;lAKY OF JOINT DUTY ASSIGNMEN'I'S 

Assinnnlent - Dates - Rank 

1.477''' 11.S. Air Force Test and Evaluation Squadron AUG 85 - MAR 88 LCD11 

Deputy Commander. Joint Task Force, South\vtst Asia, MAY 02 - AUG 02 RDML 
Rixadh. Saudi Arabia 

Joint StaFf(I>ir~ctor, Forcc Structure, Rcsnurces a t ~ d  M A R  05 - TO DATE VADM 
Assessment) (.I-8) 

Assignment 

Fighter Squadron EIGHT FOUR 

INTENSE COMBAT 

JAN 91 

Rank - 
CDII 
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Thanks you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Base Realignment 

and Closure (BRAC) Commission for the opportunity to testify today 

about the BRAC Force Structure Plan. A s  you are aware, the Secretary 

will present his BRAC recommendations to you not later than 16 May. 

The recommendations are the result of intense analysis performed by the 

Services and Joint Cross-Service Groups that began over two years ago. 

Per the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, as amended, 

these recommendations will be based on the BRAC 2005 Final Selection 

Criteria, certified data, and the Force Structure Plan. 

The BRAC statute required the Secretary to submit to Congress a 

force structure plan for the Armed Forces. The legislation directed that 

the plan be based on an assessment of the probable threats to U S  

national security during the 20-year period beginning with fiscal year 

2005, the probable end-strength levels and major force units needed to 

meet the threats, and the anticipated levels of funding that will be 

available for national defense purposes during that period. 

Upon completion, the Secretary submitted the Force Structure 

Plan to Congress in March 2004, along with his certification for the need 

for BRAC. The statute also provided the Secretary the opportunity to 

submit a revised plan. This revision was submitted to Congress on 

March 15, 2005. 
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How the Force Structure Plan was used 

Recommendations to the BRAC Commission were developed by the 

Services and Joint Cross-Service Groups based on the Selection Criteria, 

certified data, and the Force Structure Plan. To facilitate their efforts, 

the completed Force Structure Plan was provided to the Services and 

Joint Cross-Service Groups for inclusion into their analysis. Utilizing the 

Force Structure Plan in their analysis, the Services and Joint Cross- 

Service Groups ensured that post-BRAC infrastructure would be 

sufficient to support current and future force structure and requirements 

to surge. 

What the Plan Provides 

The plan begins with a discussion of the Department's capabilities- 

based approach for matching strategy- to-force s tructurs. While the 

Department is shifting to a capabilities-based, vice threat-based 

approach, assessment of probable threats is prudent and included, as 

directed by legislation. Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps force 

structure tables, probable end-strength levels and ant.icipated funding 

levels complete the document and represent the capabilities the 

Department estimates are requirecl to meet the probable threats, 

including the capability to surge. 
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Good Afternoon, 

And welcome to the second hearing of the 2005 Base Realignment and Closure 
Commission. 

As I noted this morning, in less than two weeks the Secretary of Defense will 
publish his proposal for realigning or closing the military bases he believes are 
no longer needed to support the men and women of our armed forces. The 
Congress established this Commission to provide an independent assessment of 
that DoD proposal. 

The Defense Department proposal will lay out a roadmap defining the 
infrastructure it believes the services will need over decades to come. 

But, bases are not an ends, they are a means. 

Bases support the divisions, wings, fleets, and expeditionary forces, and their 
supporting elements, fielded to meet threats to our security. And those 
formations must in turn be tailored to deter or defeat the threats they are 
expected to face. 

Since it's difficult to know when you've arrived if you don't know where you are 
going, this Commission must have an understanding of the anticipated future 
threats to our Nation if we are to intelligently evaluate the appropriateness of the 
base establishment the Department of Defense proposes for supporting the force 
structure we anticipate to field in order to meet those threats. 

This afternoon, Mr. David Gordon, from the new Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence, will testify. Mr. Gordon is Chairman of the National lntelligence 
Council, the senior analyst position in the lntelligence Community. He is 
accompanied by Mr. Earl Sheck from the Defense lntelligence Agency and by Ms. 
Carol Rodley from the State Department's Bureau of lntelligence and Research. 
They will provide the Commission with the foundation for an independent 
assessment of the threats to our national security over the next twenty years. 
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This assessment should serve as the basis for Defense Department's Force 
Structure and the infrastructure to support that structure. 

Mr. Gordon, I understand that you will make an opening statement and that Mr. 
Sheck and Ms. Rodley will assist you in responding to our questions. 

Mr. Gordon. 
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Statement to the Base Realignment and Closure Commission 

Ryan Henry 
Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

May 4,2005 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Base Realignment and Closure 
Commission, I am pleased to appear before you today and grateful for the work 
you are doing for our nation. 

Today I will discuss with you our National Defense Strategy, the ongoing 
Quadrennial Defense Review, and our Global Defense Posture changes - all of 
which provide the strategic foundation for the Department's BRAC 
recommendations. 

National Defense Strategy 

Mr. Chairman, our National Defense Strategy outlines an active, layered 
approach to the defense of the nation and its interests. We seek to create 
conditions conducive to respect for the sovereignty of nations and a secure 
international order favorable to freedom, democracy, and economic prosperity. 

Our National Defense Strategy identifies four strategic objectives: 

Secure the United States from direct attack We make it our top priority 
to dissuade, deter, and defeat those who seek to harm the United States 
directly, especially extremist enemies with weapons of mass destruction 
W'W; 

Strengthen alliances and partnerships. We will expand the community of 
nations that share principles and interests with us. This includes helping 
partners increase their capacity to defend themselves and collectively meet 
challenges to our common interests; 

Secure strategic access and retain global freedom of action. We will 
promote the security, prosperity, and freedom of action of the United States 
and its partners by securing access to key regions, lines of communication, 
and the global commons; and 

Establish favorable security conditions. Working with others in the U.S. 
Government, we will create conditions for a favorable international system 
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by honoring our security commitments and working with other nations to 
bring about a common appreciation of threats; a broad, secure, and lasting 
peace; and the steps required to protect against these threats. 

We accomplish these objectives through assuring, dissuading, deterring, and 
when necessary defeating adversaries: 

0 assuring allies and friends by demonstrating our resolve to fulfill our 
alliance and other defense commitments and help protect common interests; 

a dissuading potential adversaries from adopting threatening capabilities, 
methods, and ambitions, particularly by developing our own key military 
advantages; 

deterring aggression and countering coercion by maintaining capable and 
rapidly deployable military forces and, when necessary, demonstrating the 
will to resolve conflicts decisively on favorable terms; and 

at the direction of the President, defeating adversaries at the time, place and 
in the manner of our choosing-setting the conditions for future security. 

Mr. Chairman, four guidelines structure our strategic planning and decision- 
making: 

We will focus our military planning, posture, operations, and capabilities on 
the active, forward, and layered defense of our nation, our interests, and 
our partners; 

e We will continually transform how we approach and confront challenges, 
conduct business, and work with others; 

We will use a capabilities-based approach to operationalize this strategy by 
setting priorities among competing capabilities to address mature and 
emerging challenges; and 

We will manage risks across the Department associated with resources and 
operations. We will consider the full range of such risks and manage clear 
tradeoffs. 
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Quadrennial Defense Review 

Mr. Chairman, the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) will operationalize 
our new National Defense Strategy and shape the future force. The Department 
launched the formal review in March 2005, and the QDR Report will be submitted 
to Congress with the FY07 budget request. 

The QDR will take a 20-year outlook. It will examine the capabilities that 
the Department and the nation need to contend with challenges in four focus areas: 

Building partnerships to hasten the demise of terrorist extremist networks; 

Defending the homeland in depth; 

Shaping the choices of key nations at strategic crossroads; and 

Preventing the acquisition or use of WMD by hostile state or non-state 
actors for when classic deterrence is ineffective. 

A theme cutting across all of these focus areas - and a central element of the 
National Defense Strategy - is how we might help our allies and partners to 
develop their own capacities to confront security challenges that we have in 
common. 

Mr. Chairman, rather than looking solely at weapons systems and force 
structure, the QDR will look at all aspects of the Department of Defense through 
the lens of the four focus areas, employing six separate, but complimentary lines of 
approach: 

The needed mix of warfighting capabilities; 

Joint enablers, such as logistics, space, and 
intelligence/surveillance/reconnaissance; 

Roles, missions, and organizations for the next two decades; 

Manning and balancing the force for a 2 1 st -century "human capital 
strategy"; 
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Business practices and processes, such as financial dealings, fiscal planning, 
corporate governance, supply chain management, and strategic planning; 
and 

Requisite DOD authorities in areas such as Title 5, Title 10, and Title 32, 
and internal directives needed for a transformed department. 

The 2005 QDR differs significantly from past QDRs in that it recognizes 
that the United States is a nation at war. It will build upon lessons learned from 
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, and that we live in an environment of 
uncertainty-we cannot adequately predict when, where, or how we might need to 
next use ow forces. 

To avoid "stovepiping" of issues and resource priorities, the Department's 
senior leaders are the driving force managing all aspects of the QDR. This QDR 
also will be inclusive: in addition to close consultations with Congress, we will 
solicit ideas from other government agencies, defense industry, and our 
international partners to benefit from their strategic thinking. 

Finally, during this QDR, the force sizing construct will be treated as an 
output, not an input to the process. Past QDRs spent much time discussing the 
proper "size" of the force. This time we will first determine the right mix of 
capabilities that we need to face our uncertain future, and then we will address any 
necessary force construct changes that may be needed. 

Global Defense Post~lre Strategy 

Mr. Chairman, the Administration's efforts to strengthen America's global 
defense posture will result in the most profound re-ordering of U.S. military forces 
overseas since the Cold War. 

We are redefining our military's forward presence by strengthening our ability 
to meet our security commitments in the midst of a dynamic and uncertain geo- 
political landscape. Transforming our global defense posture is an important part 
of our broader effort to transform the Department to meet the security challenges 
of the 2 1 century. 

Similar to the National Defense Strategy and the ongoing QDR, we 
conducted ow global defense posture review thoroughly and deliberately. We 
collaborated with our interagency partners - particularly the State Department - 
early in the process. We made an intensive effort to consult with our allies and 
partners to incorporate their views, with trips to 20 capitals, ambassadorial 
discussions, and 20 Hill visits for briefings and testimony. The results were 
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gratifying: within 24 hours of President Bush's speech last August announcing his 
intention to move forward with our global posture plans, officials of key allies and 
partners made strong statements of support for our strategy and our proposals. 
Because we had kept our Russian and Chinese counterparts apprised of our 
proposed changes, there was no negative reaction from these countries. This 
helped assure our European and Asian allies. 

Mr. Chairman, we also have regularly briefed Members of Congress and 
their personal and committee staffs throughout our review, with over 40 such 
briefings to date. We provided a detailed Report to Congress in the fall of 2004. 
We also have worked closely with the Overseas Basing Commission in its efforts 
to provide Congress with its assessment of our global presence, basing, and 
infrastructure needs. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to reiterate some of the strategic principles of the 
global posture changes; summarize some of the most prominent changes; and 
address the BRAC process in more detail. 

First, let me clarify what we have aimed to achieve: 

We are not aiming at retrenchment, curtailing U.S. commitments, 
isolationism or unilateralism. Instead, we want to strengthen our ability to 
fulfill our international commitments; 

We want to ensure ow filture alliances are capable, affordable, sustainable, 
and relevant; 

We are not narrowly focused on numbers of troops overseas; instead we are 
focusing on the effective capabilities of our forces and those of o w  allies; 

We are not talking about fighting in place, but about our ability to rapidly 
get to the fight; and 

We are not only talking about basing, we are talking about relationships and 
activities and the ability to move forces when and where they are needed. 

Some historical context may be useful. The September 1 lth attacks clarified 
our understanding of the key security issues that we will face in the 21St-century. 
These include: 

o the nexus among terrorism, state sponsors of terrorism, and the proliferation 
of weapons of mass destruction; 
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e ungoverned areas within states, which can serve as both a breeding ground 
and a sanctuary for terrorists; and 

e the adoption of asymmetric approaches - including irregular warfare - that 
adversaries could use to counter U. S. conventional military superiority. 

Mr. Chairman, just as we have updated our National Defense Strategy and 
worked to transform our alliances to meet these security challenges, we also 
recognized the importance of transforming our global posture. Much of our in- 
place posture still reflects a Cold War structure - forward stationed forces 
configured to fight near where they were based. 

Now, nearly 15 years after the end of the Cold War, we know that the 
premises underlying our posture have changed fundamentally: we no longer 
expect our forces to fight in place; our forces need to be able to rapidly project 
power into theaters that may be far from where they are based. 

Global Defense Posture Themes 

Mr. Chairman, five key strategy themes guide our Global Defense 
Posture changes: 

First is the need to improve flexibility to contend with uncertainty. Much of 
our existing overseas posture was established during the Cold War, when we knew, 
or thought we knew, where we would fight. Today, however, we often fight in 
places that few, if any, had predicted. Thus, we should recognize the limits of our 
intelligence. We need to plan to counteract surprise. Our goal is to have forces 
positioned forward on a continual basis in areas with access and facilities that 
enable them to reach any potential crisis spots quickly. 

Second is creating the capacity to act both within and across regions. 
During the Cold War, we focused on threats to specific regions and tailored our 
military presence to those regions. Now we are dealing with challenges that are 
global in nature. We need to improve our ability to project power from one region 
to another and to manage forces on a global basis. 

Third is the requirement to strengthen allied roles and build new 
partnerships. We want to ensure that our allies and friends recognize that we are 
actually strengthening our commitment to secure our common interests. Changes 
to our global posture aim to help our allies and friends modernize their own forces, 
strategies, and doctrines. We are exploring ways in which we and they together 
can transform our partnership to best enhance our collective defense capabilities. 
At the same time, we seek to tailor our military's overseas "footprint" to suit local 
conditions, to reduce friction with host nations, and to respect local sensitivities. 
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Fourth, we must develop rapidly deployable capabilities. Om forces need to 
be able to move smoothly into, through, and out of host nations, which puts a 
premium on establishing flexible legal and support arrangements with our allies 
and partners. 

Finally, we have to focus on effective military capabilities, not numbers of 
personnel, units, or equpment. Our key purpose is to push relevant capabilities 
forward. We now can have far greater capabilities forward than in the past, with 
smaller numbers of permanently stationed forces. In the Cold War, "bean 
counting" numbers of personnel in administrative regions was perceived to have a 
direct relationship to ow ability to succeed in anticipated conflicts. But this is no 
longer the case. Capabilities matter, not numbers. 

Building - Blocks of OLU- Global Defense Posture 

Mr. Chairman, let me make clear what we mean by the word "posture." 
Many think only of ow footprint of facilities, but posture also includes presence, 
force management, surge capability, and prepositioning. 

First, our posture includes the facilities that make up our overseas footprint 
where our forces live, train, and operate. We will retain and consolidate many of 
our main operating bases in places like Germany, Italy, the U.K., Japan, and 
Korea, but we also will rely on forward operating sites with rotational presence and 
pre-positioned equipment. We also will need access to a broader range of facilities 
with little or no permanent U.S. presence, but with periodic service or contractor 
support, which we call cooperative security locations. 

Second, our posture includes our presence, the permanent and rotational 
forces that conduct military activities worldwide, fi-om security cooperation to 
crisis response. Their activities include training, exercises, and operations. They 
involve both small units working together in a wide range of capacities and major 
formations conducting elaborate exercises to achieve proficiency in joint and 
combined operations. 

Third, ow posture supports ow new approach to force management which 
seeks both to relieve the stresses on our military forces and their families and to 
manage our forces on a global rather than a regional basis. Accompanied tours that 
were designed in an era of static deployments have become more of a hardship for 
families as service members deploy more frequently from forward locations. 
Accompanying dependents more often find themselves in a state of double 
separation: separated both from their loved ones and extended support networks 
back in the United States. The planned changes to ow posture support Service 
initiatives designed to facilitate personnel management, provide predictability in 
scheduling, and offer more stability at home. @so, we are now managing our 
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forces globally, rather than tying forces and their training only to particular 
regions. Combatant Commanders no longer "own" forces in their theaters. 

Fourth, managing our military forces globally also allows us to surge a 
greater percentage of the force where and when it is needed anywhere in the world. 
Forces are apportioned as needed and sourced from anywhere in the world. 

Finally, our posture changes involve a greater use of prepositioned 
equipment, strategically located and globally managed, to support training with 
our allies and partners and to facilitate the rapid deployment of forces where and 
when they are needed. 

Key Changes and Continuities 

Mr. Chairman, these changes in footprint, presence, force management, 
surge, and prepositioning are reshaping our ability to support diplomacy and 
project necessary military power in all theaters. 

In Asia, we are building upon our traditional ground, air, and naval access in 
Northeast Asia to operate effectively despite the vast distances in the theater. This 
will require additional naval and air capabilities forward in the region. We are 
consolidating facilities and headquarters in Japan and Korea to gain efficiencies 
and to enable regional and global action. We will have a more frequent presence 
of special operations forces throughout the region. 

Our future posture in Europe will be characterized by lighter and more 
deployable ground capabilities, leading-edge air and naval power and advanced 
training facilities. The center of gravity of our presence in Europe will shifi south 
and east, allowing for more rapid deployment to the Middle East, Africa, and other 
potential hot spots. A major change will be the return of the two legacy maneuver 
divisions fiom Europe to the United States, replacing them with our 
transformational Stryker capability. We also are retaining our advanced mobility 
infrastructure in places like Ramstein in Germany. 

In the Middle East, our goal is presence without permanence. We are 
maintaining what we call "warm" facilities for rotational forces and contingency 
purposes, building on cooperation and access provided by host nations during 
Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom. 

In Africa and the Western Hemisphere, we require an array of smaller 
cooperative security locations for contingency access in some remote areas, but we 
will not be building new bases. 
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Linkage to Base Realignment and Closure 

Mr. Chairman, the National Defense Strategy, Quadrennial Defense Review, 
Global Defense Posture changes and domestic BRAC round are key, interlinked 
elements that support transformation. A well supported, capabilities-based force 
structure should have infrastructure that is best sized and placed to support national 
security needs and emerging mission requirements. The revised BRAC Force 
Structure Plan and the Comprehensive Master Plans for Changing Infrastructure 
Requirements at Overseas Facilities, both recently transmitted to Congress, align 
with our National Defense Strategy. 

Since some overseas personnel will return to the United States, global 
posture changes will influence BRAC recommendations designed to support the 
warfighter more effectively and efficiently. The linkage to BRAC ensures that our 
forces returning to the U.S. will relocate not merely where they best fit, but rather 
where they are best postured. The Secretary will provide his recommendations for 
domestic closures and realignments to the Commission and Congress by May 16th 
as required by the BRAC 2005 statute. 

Mr. Chairman, I want to conclude by commending this commission as it 
works to implement necessary, far-reaching, and enduring changes to strengthen 
America's defense infrastructure. 
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